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Alchemy, as a philosophical system incorporating elements of
reli on, psychology, and myth, provided a rich matrix of imagery
and associations. The mean of certain allusions and processes
in Shakespeare's plays are clarified and extended by reference to
alchemical concepts. Research includes examination of ary
alchemical texts, a survey of historical and critical comment on
alchemy, exploration of alchemical metaphors in selected plays of
Shakespeare, and an in nsive examination of Hamlet. Citations
from alchemical texts are compared to specific passages in
Shakespeare's works, not as sources, but as explanatory a n a l.oqu e s ,
Historical evidence indicates that alchemy was more eclectic.
more pervasive, and more influential than previously j d. In
both its exoteric and esoteric aspects, it held a significant place
in the developing thought patterns of mankind. The material of
esoteric alchemy was man himself. The alchemists assumed a world
which operated as chemical process, a Nature which tended toward
perfection but mi t be diverted, and a method throu wh~ch man
could partie ate in the restoration and rejuvenation of himself
and his world.
Alchemical references are im ied in the me orical use of
blood as tincture in Jul and }!:acbeth. Cordelia is
related to the Parae sian i balm n Kin Lear. Alchemical
imagery associated with the processes of tincturing, surfeiting,
healing, and ma c is found in other selected references.
Hamle t participate s in a process of res tora ti on whi chine1 u d e s
both his destruction and his fulfillment. His actions are linked
to the passage of time and a movement t h r ou various s t asre s which
may be compared to the steps of the alchemical process: dissolu-
tion, separation, putrefaction, fixation, and projection. His
world, like the world of the alchemists'. is full of the potenti-
ali ties of tain t or ti ri c t u r-e ,
Alchemy is examined as an essentially dramatic and poetic
c ex of ideas suggesting the possibilities of transformation.
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Chapter 1
AN ALCHEMIST'S VIEW OF THE WORLD
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The literary critic must, inevitably, approach the subject of
alchemy wi th a great deal of hesi ta tion. Like the ini tia t e , he
faces the trial ahead with both fear and hope. On t he one hand,
he is confronted with a vast collection of complex, inconsistent,
deliberately veiled alchemical literature which is forei~n both to
modern consciousness and to his own Ii terary ba ound. This
great warning is strengthened by the fac t tha t , for hundreds of
years, literary critics have done very well while ng ve ry
sli t attention to this whole unmanageable body of thou t and
imagery. Yet there is a temptation to proceed. The scientists,
the philoso ph e r s , the oc c ul tis ts, the mys tic e , and the psyc holo-
gists cry out from their shiny new (or r e nted) paperbacks that
alchemy was, for centuries, a sig;nificant influence on the minds
and hearts of men. 'I'h e y insist, scientists and mystics alike,
that one is simply mistaken if he dismis es this peculiar collec-
tion of ideas as nothing" mace than man's vain and foolish attempt
to turn lead into gold. As Titus Burckhart satirically camm nts,
"It never se me d to strik a n y o n e as in the least .i rn p ro b abLe t h a
an 'art' of the kind aLl.e g e d should, d e s o i t s- all its fol a d
deceptions, have implanted itself for centuries on end in th rna t
diverse cultures of stand e t .. On the cantrar pea
2t
real from
t be te to
it,.~.
bo t.he r-ed ~W/i.th, al.e
assume when one considers the ale of t;he fourteentb't fif-
as
2pseudo-alchemy. It was during this time that alchemy became both
most corrupted and most popular and pervasive ~n its influence.
The period was characterized both by the genuine enthusiasm of its
adherents and the large number of charlatans devoted to alchemical
trickery. The alchemy of the Medieval and Renaissance periods did
not, however, spring mysteriously into being, but develo out of
a very long history. Its true advocates, in that time period as
ience of the Cosmos, Science af
; rpt-:-B"al ti~,-ore: . Pe~~- n
ITitus Burckhart,
the oul, trans. William Stadda
oaks, 1971), pp. 7-8.
2Arthur John Ho ns , Alche ,Ch.2:.!::d a~ Gree~ Philoso (Ne
York: AMS Press, 1967), p p , 187~215. Ho ins points out that this
period of ale has been the most wide known and for many has
repre ented the only alchemy; thus, the misinterpretation of the
true nature of alchemy and the over-em a s i on. its r "
aspects as represented by the trickery of the charI tans.
in others, were devoted to its possibilities and, if anything,
even more hopeful of eventual success. As Hopkins explainS,
"Never had alchemy been so widely accepted, never had the prepara-
tions of the elixir seemed so much a matter of tomorrow--needing
only a little more laboratory examination of materials, a few more
workers to tryout all formulas."l Although this period of
alchemy (the "last gasp" be fore it largely disappeared at the end
of the seventeenth century) should not be over-emchasized from the
historical perspective since it does not fUlly represent the true
nature of alchemy, it seems perhaps the most fruitful period to
examine from a literary perspective, simply because of the more
general circulation of alchemical ideas during this time.
Evidence seems to indicate also that, even though the perver-
sions of pseudo-alchemy were well known, a great ma~y thou tful
men still took the subject quite seriously thrall out the Renais-
sance. Hiram Haydn, for instance, places the alchemists firmly in
. 2
the group of thinke rs whom he discusses as the C oun ter-Renalssance ..
He makes it clear that the lines of demarkation between various
philosophies were, at best, a little murky, and that the alchemists
had much in common with innovators generally more respected and
acclaimed from the modern viewpoint. n draws some interesting
parallels between the alc mists and the Calvinists and also
between the practitioners of what we now consider " s c i.e nc o n and
those we would currently rate no hi
IHopkins, p. 205.
r than lima cian." H
Yet curiously
comments, "At first glance, the methods and goals of the magicians
and the empiricists seem extremely different.
enough, many of those practicing primarily in the tradition of one
of those two groups also dabble in the other--or occupy an ambig-
uous position, partaking of each attitude, midway between the two.
Paracelsus, Jerome Cardan and John Dee illustra te this ambigui ty
beautifully.
seien tis t , ,,1
Each seems half bombastic charlatan, half genuine
Still, Paracelsus, Cardan, and Dee have enough of the charla-
tan in them that it would not be difficult to dismiss them, and,
along with them, any serious consideration of alchemy as a signi-
ficant and general influence on the thought of their world. Allen
Debus, however, in The Chemical Dream of the Renaissance adds to
one's uneasiness by pointing out that Kepler engaged in a verbal
debate with the alchemist Robert Fludd which lasted for years,
that Father Marin Mersenne discussed in writing whether alchemy
should be considered an exact science, and that Pierre Gassenrli
2
prepared a long and careful refutation of Fludd's work. What is
. i.f i t' t h a t the-e me n n o w o on a i d e r-e d sounds~gn1 lcan 1S e. to.' '" • scien-
tists, seriously considered alcheTy and the Paracelsian vi~w of
nature to the extent that they felt p" '1 ,4comp~i ..Le, the:0.-
selves against its ~rowing p pularity.
IH' 17'7.ayon, p.
Perhaps they did, in fact,
2Allen Debus, he ChertlJ._c:..e-t.~ flre~~ of the Reni".i,-', 11
College Ov e r se e.s. Fe lo-;:;-;~hip Lecture, no. (Cambrid f r
and Son:', 1968), p , 16. Allen Debu v e e further e v i e n c e 0" t
. with which alche~y· was tre ted by scienti ts of thserlousne3
period in Alche and eh th Sevente nth Centur os
1 Wi l l i or a1 Librar 1An _ e~;;
"7
have ample reason for alarm. Lynn Thorndike 'Ii A Histo~ of Magic
and Experimental Science. discusses the "vast output of alchemical
terature"l in the la t e sixteenth and early seventeen th cen turie s.
Sbe points out that "Piere Boel in h i.s mid-century bibliography
[Bibliotheca Cbimeca sen catalogue librortum philosophicorum
herme ticou~l professed to list 4,000 chemical authors (or ti tIes?) ,
past and present, but still omitted many according to Barrichius
[De orter et progressa chemial) .11 2 She further declares 9 "that
the writings of past adepts and authorities ~n alchemy still com-
manded a wide circle of readers as well as scribblers, is seen
from the currency of Zitner's Theatrum Chemicum, an omnium g;atherum
of such literature. 3 This collection, eventually containing six
volumes, was reprinted or expanded three times between 1602 and
1659.
Recent studies have also shown that alchemical ideas persisted
in or at least influenced some of the major figures of the seven~
teenth century. Betty Jo Teeter Dobbs, The Foundations f Newtonls
Alchemy, points out that among Isaac Newton's rs were some
650,000 words, written in Newton's own hand, on alchemy. These
par ticula r pape r s , b e cause they we re cons ide red II n to the
great scientist's ima~e, were large i ored by ea biographers,
again suggesting the tendency to dismiss alchemy as an uncharacter-
istic or unfruitful area of endeavor. Dobbs goes on to explore the
n Thorndike, ~ Ristor of
VII (New York: Columbia University
2 I b i d., p p , lS3-54.
3
l~) c!., p • 1"; l~ •
uintellectual atmosphere and the prevailing assumptions Whi.cl1
enc ouraged Newton to seriously engage in many alchemical e "peri-
j,. 1
menLS.
Alchemy, specifically the Paracelsian brand of alchemy-medicine,
was prominent in the sixteenth and early years 0 f the seVe n teen th
century, not only in esoteric collections 7 but also in the I1news"
of the day. In 1600, the London Colle ge 0 f Physicians examined a
certain Frances Anthony who was suspected of prescribing and sell-
aurum portable (elixir). He 'lias forbidden to continue his practice,
a prohibi tion which he repeatedly ignored in api te of fine sand
imprisonmen t . Three years later! in 1603 ~ the c on trove
between the Parace1sists and the medical facul ty of Paris.
erupted
Paul
Kocher, historian, su sts that the theories of Paracelsus stirred
educated person in Enn~~H~
up such a storm of controversy that, between l'590 and 1600, every
must have been a\<lare of his works. 2
The alc hemis ts themselves, even in to the mid dl e of the seven-
teenth century, were full of optimism that their theories would
eve n tually, even if no t qu i. te ye t , r e p Lac e se holas tic ism and
Galenic medicine. Oswald Croll, in his book t Great
a Nature in Philoso h He formed and I ved
(1657), pointed out t at many of the courts of Europe used
Paracelsi n physicians: "he attributed their success to the truth
of their che ieal hypothese to the inherent progress of medical
I
Betty Jo Teeter Dobb , Tt~t: Found tions of Ne"ito 's A
(Camb r id ge: Camb rid ge Un i v~:: r-s i Pr-~-~-~;-~---i--~-) ~-p p, 10-11. --:--_~~__.. __ 'L
2
Paul Kocher, Bulle in
475, cited by w. A.-~urray,
h a k o . rr: Sur-ve , 19 (1
o f lb~ !i :1__ t__o r SJ f
"W Was Duncan I IS
) .
!'1edicin
Blood
(19 )
•
aIdel:"?,,
knowledge, and the elegant simplicity of the macroc oam-microcosm
One such court was the court of King James I of
England, where Theodore Turquet de Mayerne~ paracels~an doctor,
served the king. 2 James himself showed some detailed knowledge of
Parac elsian the ory in his Counterblas te to Tobacc o . Elizabeth,
before him, had welcomed to her court Dr. John Dee, an alchemist
and astrologer who later became quite notor~oUs in association
with Edward Kelly.
Thus, familiari ty wi th alchemical ideas was not limi ted to a
few quacks and neither were such ideas always regarded as c etely
fantastic and untenable. Alchemy had a considerable influence for
many years on the thinking of many men. This statement is essen-
tially true and may be amply verified from whatever e one
approaches the subject. That is to say, the scientific historian
recognizes a certain contribution from the alchemists to science
(Read, Thorndike, Redford), the philoso er finds a valid place
in the develapmen t of ide-3s for the alchemis t (Burckhard t , H n s ) ,
the mythol st draws rela~ionships between alchemy and universal
concerns repeatedly expressed in myth (Eliade, Lindsay), the
psychol st studies the processes of alchemy as evidence of ea
depth psychology (Jung, Silberer) and the mystic finds another
manife tation of the mystical search for on in alchemy
2 . IKocher, p , +75
Dream of the p. I? .
8(Underhill, A. E. Waite).l None of these indicate that they
believe man ever turned lead into gold, but they all accord to
alchemy an influential place in the develop~ng thought patterns of
mankind. Only in literary study has alchemy been largely ignored.
Yet who would not suspect that a writer, a man such as Shakespeare
perhaps, living in the midst of the Paracelsian controversy, having
easy access to the rich metaphors and imagery of alchemy, knowing
the courtls fondness for such extravagance, and realizing the
public appeal of this strange magic, would not transform into
poetry some of the materials of alchemy?
That Shakespeare was exposed to alchemical ideas seems almost
beyond doubt. Even writers of the period who were not themselves
alchemists and who did not believe in it often commented about it.
1 •
- ,
1
The list of authors represents some standard works on
alchemy and demonstrates the great diversity in approach to this
subject. Althou many of these works will be cited in the text,
the wealth of information they present is barely touched upon in
the limited scope of this paper. Therefore, the reader who is
interested in a more comprehensive understanding of alchemy from
various viewpoints is referred to the following works: John Read,
Prelud T (New York: Haemillan Company, 1937); and
(London: G. Bell and Sons, 19'77);
c and ntal Sci--~~- .::::..::::_:::.-~~~
ci~.j H. Stanley Re ~rave, Alc
~-,-~
New York: Harper and Row, I ; Titus
nee of the C i nee of .!:b~ §_£l.E!:'
o ins, lche Philoso
Eliade, Th~_
York: Harper and Brothers,
che in Gra__~~~Ro!!'~E~ and 0 ) ;
Carl Jung, ehol a C. Hull, ed.,
12 (1); rpt. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Universi Pres:">, I 8)
and Alcb ic l t die trans. R. F'. C. Hull, 13 (Princeton, N.J.:
Prio etoo Universi Press, 7); Herbert Silberer, H
b 0 1 i 5Lf A1 c he and _~b~ .QS:E~l t A. r t , t r 8 n s. S mit h Ely
1917; r p t , New York: Dover Public t i.o n s , 1 1); Evelyn Underhill,
tieL A St in the Nature and Develo t of Han l 5 S it' t
Con , the d . Ne::;- Y 0 r k : E. P. Du t ton 101 . l\r t h u
- , '/ J.- , ... ~
Wa_I t e, '1' h e Sec r'e t T r a d i ti. 0 n inA 1 c he ( NeW Y0 t'k : A1 fredA. Kno f I
Francis Bacon, for ins tance, 'l'lhile care ful to disassociate himsel f
from Roger's ideas, frequently mentioned alchemy and used its met-
aphors to illustrate his own thoughts. Grahm Rees in 'IFrancis
Bacon's Semi-Paracelsian Cosmology" contends that Bacon was consid-
erably influenced in his philosophy by the complex of ideas asso-
I
ciated with Paracelsus. Alchemical works, such as George Ripley's
Compound of Alchemy published in 11)91 were "popular" and readi
,
available, as evidenced by numerous reprints and revisions. Even
if one ignored the written word, visual evidence of alchemy was
abundant. Such famous artists as Dilrer, Weiditz. Stradanus, Teniers,
Breughe1 and Wijck chase alchemical subjects or used the symbolism
of alchemy in their paintings. 2 Alchemy showed UP in the emblem
books and in the growing numbe r of "pic t u r-e " books c once rned wi th
mytho i the alchemists, of course, interpreted myth as "an alle~
gorica1 exposition of the alchemical process.,,7 The tendency to
use mytho10 al figures as pictorial representations of alchemy
culminated in Michael Maier's Arcana Arcanissirna (The Most Secret
of Secrets), Vi t rium and A alanta Fu ens, ~11ustrated beauti-
IGrahm Flees, "F'ran c Ls Bacon's Semi-Paracelsian Cosmo Lo s-v II
~, ,
~_~_1."._."_ 22 (1975), 81-101 explains some of the a Lc h e oLca I influences
present in Francis Bacon's th t.
2 . . ..John Read, The lchem1.st 1:E: Life, Li teLa ture a~~ Art (Land
Thomas Ne 1 son and~S-ons I 1 ,pp. Rea pre sen t s a tho r o u
examination of alchemical subjects and symbolism in the art of this
period. He furnishes numerous reproductions of the major works an
es a detailed analysis of th ir ai g nifLc a n c e in term of a I.c ~'"~. . ,\jJ ...
. J. Shep
Century Alchemy,"
ed. Allen G. Debus
p. 53.
r d , "'l'he thological Tradition and Sevent enth
cience, Medicine a d Societ in t Renaie
New York:·-S-~ienceHistory ublication
.J..V
1£ully by the emblematic pictures of J. T. de Bry. Visual exposi-
tion of alchemy was also found in the Ripley serowles (1588) and
Splendor Solis (1582), both works unequivocally portraying the
various stages of the alchemical process. 2
In addition to the written and visual abundance of alchemical
material, it should also be remembered that those associated with
alchemy were very noticeable in the current Hhappenings!! of the
time. The controversy associated with Paracelsus and his followers
has been mentioned. In the case-books of Shakespeare's son-in-law,
Dr. John Hall, Laudanum Paracelsi is prescribed, and previous
research has indicated that Shakespeare was not only very interested
in, but also had some precise knowledge of medicine. 3 Dr. John
Dee, in his association with Elizabeth's court, his escapades with
1 A very detailed is of the emblems in Atalanta
is presented by H. M. E. DeJong, Michael Maier's Ata1ant~
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1969). DeJong examines each emblem as
meaning, its alchemical source, and its connection to the other
emblems.
2Color reproductions of pages from the Bi es and the
nd r Sol can be found in C. A. s The of the
-'""~._-".~_.~
New York: Macmillan Company, 1968). T e S e or S()Jis
was supposedly written by Solomon Trismosin, an adept and teacher
of Parace1sus. An interestin~ edition of this work including
"Tn t r o d u c t Lo n , Elucidation of the Paintings, a i d i.n g the Interpreta-
tion of their Occult meaning, Trismosin's Autobio ical Account
of his Travels in Search of the Philosopher's Stone, A Summar of
his Alchemical Process called 'The Red Ilion' , and anatory Notes"
is presented by an anonymous J. K. in a book published by Kegan
Paul, French, Trubner and Co., London, Herbert Berry,
"Dr. Fl u d d I s Engravi ngs and Their Be h o Ide r s , "h ea re Studies,
3 (1967), 11- 21 ve s e v Hi e nee a f an 0 the r k i !I vis u a 1"-8 xpo 5-1.-=
tion of alchemical ide
3J oh n Charles Bucknill, M.D., The Medical Knowled
re (1860; rpt. New York: AMS Pre~s 19~------~. - . ,
f i.r-ma tio n of Shakespc;ar 's exposure to the r',a1enic-Par,lce1siCln
con t r 0 v r e Y is pro v ide d by I r v in g I. Ed f,a r , S e r , 1'1 e die in e
and P (London: Vision Pre s, 1 0). Irvinr con lua
Edward Kelley, and his sojrrurn to the court of Rudolph II, gained
a good deal of notoriety in court circles. Ben Jonson mentions his
Simon Foreman,
name specifically in The Alchemist and lfJoodman suggests that Dee
may have been the model for Shakespeare's Prospera. 1
another astrologer and alchemist, was at least peripherally asso-
ciated with Shakespeare; A. L. Rowse relied on Foreman's diary to
reveal the identity of Shakespeare's "dark lady.,,2 Thus, although
it cannot be shown conclusively that Shakespeare read any alchemical
text, viewed any alchemical emblem or picture, or knew any advo-
cates of alchemy, one would almost have to believe him blind and
deaf to have escaped any exposure to the subject. I t filled the
air about him, and Shakespeare was not one to ignore potential
tools for his trade.
In the theater, also, one could hear the echoing phrases of
the alchemists. Ben Jonson used the imagery of alchemy extensive
in VA n.e , the court masque, "Me r c u ry Vind Lc a ted at Cour t'l and,
--~~-~
of course, in The chemist. One senses in he Alchemist that
Jonson not only has a very thorou grasp of the technical termi-
nology associated w~th alchemy, but also uses the process itself.
From the be nnin of the play to the end, the odd mixture of char-
aeters bubbles and distills and transmutes until it is heated to
"how could he have e e c a ue d such knowledfre." He further nts to
C .' M'" 1
'f'. 1'n o t h e r ner'al c c '] "8 by Jon on, n i o o t.e on,spec} lC u s a e;e . '- co n 'A_d'" ~. , ,~
,J M 1 ( 1 c; C' f') 7 ) R -1 e h '" r d K. S ten s f~~a a r d 8 X 2 m1. n e S b h a v e -
a n c tarLo we PP4 '>j--' .. .1.,"";"'/(.-0.; -.· ... ·t. ~.. f:).l tn.,'f- -",,-'; :"ffi,', ~ rl
, .. s: the. c o n t r-ov e r sv 1" "All swelL .Lhav En d "e~l a noa ce a r-e s u s e Oc ., v .• c'J.··.
, II R '1' c;--anCE' 2 c;the Ga 1 n i.c o-Fa r ac e 1 sia neon trove sy, ~~_'._~..::::...::.'..::...:::.~_.: j,
No.2 (l 2). 173--87.
1 D' '..J r.r d m,> n• 8.V1.u {'i OO',_~. 1(·_ ',1, ,
(Rutherford: Fairlei
Renaiss
J)ress,
'F'or'ma.n
. L. ROv/fie,
t h e A trolo
Sex and
(~i \1
socipt ~n
York: Scr-ibn r,
A
l.C:
eruption. When Face cries, "All the works/A r e flown
in fumo" (IV, V, 58-59) it is exactly what one expects--not just
of the false alchemy but of the whole world of the play itself.
Robert Greene takes an alchemical theme in his Friar Bacon and
1Friar Bungay. John Marston uses the symbolism of alchemy (rather
superficially, but with easy familiarity) in Eastward Ho and Jack
Drum's Entertainment. Alchemical elements can be found in Thomas
Heywood's four plays dealing with ancient mytholo~y, The Golden
he ilver Age, The Bronze Age, and The Iron A John Lyly
shows some knowledge of alchemical meta rs in Gallathea. The
playwrights differ greatly in the extent to which they use alchemy
and in their treatment of it, but all are obviously familiar with
it. Along with the many poets of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries who make obvious reference to alchemy--John Donne, George
Herbert, Herbert of Cherbury, and Webster--they lead one to suspect
that the language of ale was in itself a kind of gold mine for
the writers of the periad. 2
One may also be n with some assumptions about Shake peare,
based on previous study. Caroline Spurgeon, and many others since,
have s hown that Shakesgeare was not hi ly "literary" in his
1
nn each Sadler provides an ana is of the alchemy in
this p Lay in her article, "Alchemy and Greene's Friar Bacon and
Friar Rungay," limb x , 12 (1 '3),111-
1
oft
n v
s onide, ,a ic n
poets ..
2J a e A. Ma eo, "Note on John Donne's Alchemical Imager II
Isis, 48 (lQS?), 103-2~ pro id s a qaod review of Donne's alene i a1
ima 1'y_ Besides t"1a a's art cle, one may ref r to Ed r 11. Dun a
"Donne's Alchl'; .i c aI Figu1' 5,11 Journal of En tor"
19 (J 9 2). 2 c) 7-3s . Pat ric \.. ' r"';-.n.;·~.-·T-~l··e~>,·' '"n ,- f'~."
• ~ - ~ >J 1 _, L_ c." -_~ _" \..' t
.§.tudies .~l'll?~£I!'.E:~' H 1''0 r t , Vall ._._."0-_ ..... -
of Mas eh s t 5 Pre
Ln f Lu e n c of her'
choice f . 1o a.mage ry. A great proportion of his images come from
nature and the world around him~ rather than from books. He con-
centrates on imagery that creates an immediate and dramatic effect.
The same tendency is evident in his use of mythology. The allusions
he makes are not extended, or, in some cases, even very precise.
They draw upon general knowled~e and qualities and actions which
are immediately accessible and essentially dramatic (a very hi~h
percentage of his mythological allusions can be traced to a sin
2
source--Ovid's Metamo s). In a similar vein, literary histo-
~-----"-----
rians have shown that Shakespeare did make use of philosophical
controversies in his plays. He did not do so, however, with any
kind of judgmental attitude. Shakespeare was not an advocate for
a particular philosophy; his plays never became mere vehicles for
an expression of his own opinions. A particular losophical
vipwpoint mi t be treated quite differently in one play than in
another. All this is to say, quite 5 that Shakpspeare was,
above all, a supreme dramatist. One has to assume, therefore,
that if he used alchemical imagery (or indeed imag~ry associate~
with any other particular world v i e w) he wo n Ld do so in a fair
general, non-technical way. The ima~ery would have to call up
some imm dlate as ociations for his audience. It would have to be
po t e t iaI dramatic and poetic. The complex of 10 as, proce se
and metaphors as ociat d with alchemy furnished ust such material.
ICaro1 in SUllr
Univ raity Pre s, 1
obert Kilburn Root, Clas i
3; rpt. ~ w York: GOt~rl an Pr s ,
in
~-
Althou
1'+
~t is greatly removed from modern responsiveness, Shake-
speare's audience would have found it quite accessible--some of
the ideas commonplace to them. And even in this age, one can
recognize that alchemy is essentially dramatic in its nature. It
involves the interaction of man and his world and the intra-action
wi thin all men--the ve ry "s tu f f" of drama.
Even when it is amply demonstrated that there is sufficient
reason to explore a possible relationship between alchemy and
Shakespeare's work, the difficulties of approaching that subject
are not ended. One needs a cohesive framework of alchemical ideas
whi, eh migh t serve as a basi s for e omparis on to Ii te rary works.
There is a great abundance of comment on alchemy, but, as already
suggested, the scientist, the mytholo st, and others may and do
approach the subject from very different angles and the results of
their studies are amazingly various. Alchemy is eclectic. Throu
out its development, it absorbed and incorporated much of whatever
was in the air around it. It spread out and spilled over into
almost every area of thou t. Indeed, this amorphous characteristic
was not entire peculiar to alchemy in the times in which it
flourished; one suspects, for instance that the lines of humanism
as o p po s e d to naturalism are clear only in retrospect. The
alchemi ts, dear fools, like Causaben in Eliot's Middlemarch who
devoted his life to findin~ the Key to Al thol to
have always had the attitu e that they could be all things to all
people. In fact, alchemy h a been, in retrospect, not all thi
but many different t h in sra to many d i f f e re n t p e o
• dep din on
the particular pee ctiv from which it was apr oach
Wayne Shumaker, in his study of the occult in the Renaissance,
further illuminates the difficulty in p~nning down exactly what
alchemy is: "The role of analogy in the doctrines is so consider-
able that it may well have been germinal. A readiness to say that
one thing is, or is like, another appears frequently in the claim
tha t apparen tly d Lfferen t philosophical doc trines are ide n tical. ,,1
Shumaker uses, as an example, a quotation from Robert Fludd: "when
Aristotle wrote of the prima materia, Plato of the hyle, Hermes of
the umbra honeda, Py t hag o r a s 0 f the I sy mb olic al uni ty I and
Hypocrates of the deformed chaos, they were all writing in reality
2
of the darkness or the dark abyss of Moses. Shumaker goes on to
note "that the readiness to say 'X is the same as Y' or if an
equation cannot be made 'X exists alon~side Y and is the same
truth in another realm or dimension' characterizes much Renaissance
though t and was only gradually to be re placed by its opposi t e , the
modern fondness for distinctions.,,3
The modern scholar, then, is left ~n a very precarious pas i-
tion in regard to a s of alchemy. On the One hann, he must
restrain the natural scepticism and distrust of a system which is
forei to his experience and way of thinking. On the other hand,
he must avoid what the alchemical authors would encourage--seeing
alchemy _e,_v_~e,_-_,_"_.._,__.. _ec-_~r-=--e. Silberer offers some good advice. He speaks
St
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chang-eab fifty or more names for a t hLn e andb on the other hand
to ve one and the same name
. "I ,
many meanlngs, but his advlce
mi t be applied to a broader study: "Apart from a certain prac-
tice in the figurative language of the alchemists, it is necessary,
so to speak, to think independently of the words used and regard
them only in their context. n 2
i'lha t is needed t then, is a broad and general framework 0 f
alchemical assumptions and ideas through which to examine alchemy
in specific literary contexts. Attempts to provide such a frame-
work have occurred very infrequently. Jose
Donne's poetry in a serious effort to realize the philosophical
. .,. t i f ,. 1 1 • ~ • "3a.mp L i.c a .i.o ns o t n i s a c ne rm.c a.i lmaRery." U'n Like many of Donne's
critics, who see the fairly obvious alchemical influence, but con-
c Lu d e tha t the poe t e" wi th his c o n c e i. t s !twi t h no d e s i z n of
presenting a comprehensive or coherent view of the universe and of
man's place 4in it," Nazzeo believes that Donne's k.n owl.e d ge of
alchemy was not superficial, but rather thorou and consiste t1y
used. vi. A. Murray, in the article tI~'Jh_y \vas Du n c an t s Blood Golden'?"
studie"3 .\...1 . 'l-ne lffia ry in one Shakespe rean ay, Macbeth, with the
idea of sUI';gestin what the iman;ery mi g h t .i m in terms of
alc mical idea and what as 0 iations it would brin
1" . _
.:JJLberer, pro 118-19.
a z eo, pp. ro 23.
to mind for
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1those familiar with alchemy. Robert steele lists a number of
direct references to alchemy in Shakespearian plays, but does not
pursue their implications in reference to the philosophy of
2
alchemy. Hiram Haydn, from the viewpoint of a literary historian,
clarifies the relationship of alchemy to the thought of the period,
suggests a number of possibilities for research, but, aga n, does
not specifically apply alchemy to Shakespeare t % plays. He does,
however, clearly relate Marlowe's Dr. Faustus to prevailing
alchemical ideas. Most of the other literary criticism wbich
recognizes alchemy at all concentrates on its use as a ready and
very apt metaphor for man's greed, vanity, and gullibility. While
that metaphor is, without doubt, one of the ways in which alchemy
is used, it is not the a way.
The following discussion will present, therefore, a relatively
condensed and general framework of alchemical ideas which may then
be applied to some specific uses of alchemical imagery in Shake-
speare's plays and sonnets. No claims will be made that the ideas
so presented are exclusive to ale for, in fact, alchemy was
nevcc very _e~x_c_~~ _ about what it incorporated in its system.
Nevertheless, a unity may be discovered, and viewing much
examined passages thrall
and new perspective.
a new lens may provide additional ins t
1
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DEFINITIONS OF ESOTERIC ALCHEHY
Perhaps the first necessity is to realize what alchemy was
not. It was not simply an early, primitive form of chemistry.
F. S. Taylor c ommen ts about Greek alchemical au t ho r s , "We shall
not find in alchemy any beFinnings of a science.
does the alchemist employ a scientific method
• At no time
these men were
not really interested in making !2;old and were not in fact ta ng
about real gold at all. The practical chemist examining these
works feels like a builder who should try to p;e t practical infor-
rna tion from a work on freemasonry. II I This is not to' say, of
course, that alchemical texts were not read by many as method
books for transmuting base metals into gold. Probably, in fae t ,
some of the procedures for making alloys and for ding were
included in alchemical texts, particula in the ear Egyptian
and Arabian texts whose authors may well have been familiar with
the technioues of the metallur sts. Their intention. however,
was not primar scientific. The mystical, semi-reli ous tone
of the works and the complete absence of comment about some vious
p sical phenomena lead to this deduction. If, indeed, early
alchemical experiments did lead to some pra~tical applications and
the development of the tools of chemistry" it was almost incidental.
It was thrall the misinterpretation of the main intention of the
wo by practitioners, or perhaps because of the arousal of
genuine s c ie n t Ifi r, c u r i o s i
than as a result of, the Or
which occurred in spite o f' , rath r
nal direction taken in alchemy.
L, s1' • . •
p , 110.
]01', A Surve cited by Ii
Mircea Eliade clarifies this point:
It must be emphasized at the outset that alchemy was
not, in its origins, an empirical science, a rudimen-
tary chemistry. This it did not become till later
when, for the majority of its practioners, its mental
world had lost its validity and its raison de etre.
"'" ... --
The history of science reco es no absolute break
between alchemy and chemistry; the one, like the other,
works on the same mineral substances, uses the same
apparatus, and, generally speaking, applies itself to
the same experiments. Insofar as one acknowledges the
validity of the investigations into the ori s of
science and technology, the perspective of the histo-
rian of chemistry is perfectly defensible, chemistry
was born from alchemy, or more precisely, it was born
from the disintegration of the ideology of alchemy.
But if we view it from the standpoint of the history
of the human spirit, we see the matter quite differ-
ently. Alchemy posed as a sacred science, whereas
chemistry came into its own when substances had shed
their sacred attributes. Now there must, of necessity,
be a break of continuity between the sacred and profane
plane of experience. l
Eliade goes on to pain t ou t that for the " e s o te ri elf al chemi s t. ,
chemistry represented a kind of "Fall"; "it meant the seculariza-
. . f d' 2t~on a a saene BClenee."
Thus, the ori~Lu~i motivation in alchemy was much more close
allied to reli on and mysticism than to science. However, one
looks at its complete development, it becomes obvious that ale
has a kind of double nature. In one sense it is exoteric, con-
cerned with the material world and the transmutation of metals.
In another sense, it is esoteric and concerned primarily with the
spiritual world. The division hetween the two is not a s cle f"
As Ivla z z e o e x pLa in s , ll'l'he same aleh mi.c a I allusion, the elixir or
the limbeck, may refer to material or spiritual alchemy alone or
le'l' ,G·l8ne, p , 9.
2 .i~l~~. I p, 11.
h t · ,,1to both at t~ same 1me. Still, it is helpful to keep firmly
in mind that there are two distinct aspects to alchemy, and that
only in context does one really discover a particular usage.
While it is clear that the materials of the exoteric alchemist
were metals, it is not so obvious what the esoteric alchemist was
working on or toward. In a recent English translation of an
ancient Arabic text, supposedly revelations from Morienus to Khalid
Ibn Yazid (660-704), Khalid repeatedly asks Morienus what material
he is to work on. At least to the modern reader, Khalid never
seems to get a completely satisfactory answer. Morienns tells him
he must look within himsel~ for the basic material: flIt is cast
in the streets and trampled in the dung, but let none take pa~ns
to extract it. • For this matter comes from you, you are your-
self its source.,,2 This kind of advice led some alchemists to
be n their work with human excretions, manure, de ing vega table
matter, etc. The ubiquity of the matter was a very common erne.
It was literally everywhere, althou most did not recognize it,
and it was on~ thing. r.1o r i e nu s indicates that llAlthou all the
authorities used different names and maxims, they meant to refer
to but one t h i.n g , one path, one stag;e. 1I 3 Horienus' an swe r s are
deliberate veiled as are most of the instructions of other
alchemists in order to protect knowled~e of alche
1Mazzeo, p , 1
's 5 crets fro
2.;'\
,',01' e n ua , ~ Te tament of Alche , eel. 1 t r an . Lee St 'len n
(Hano'ler, New Harnps h i r s : Un iv e r i Pre s of Ne w En a • 1 ),
p. 27. Th revelation of Morienu to Khalid Ibn Ya id ori n lly
appeared in En rid in 1141+, translated bv Rob r t of Chester f r
the AI' bie in Book of the Com as tion of WI h
3I h i d . , p. 19.
those who were unworthy. Marienus explains t o Khalid that the true
alchemist must be a chosen servant of God: !'And from among his
servants, he chose to select certain ones to seek after the knowl-
edge he had established that rescues him who masters it the
wretchedness of this world and assures him riches to come, God
willing."l Therefore, knowledge of alchemy cannot be dispensed to
all and must be preceded by a process of purification and erfec-
tion in the operator himself: "No one will be able to pe r-f o or
accomplish this thing which you have so long sought or atta~n it by
means of any knowledge unless it be through affection and gentle
humility, a perfect and true love. For this is something which
God gives into the sure keeping of his elected servant unt~l such
time as he may prepare one to whom it may be handed on from among
his secrets. Thus it is only the ft of God, who chooses among
his humble and obedient servants those to whom he reveals ~ t. 1I 2
Another e anation which also emphasizes self-purification as the
true "subject" of alchemy is provided by the alchemist Alipili:
The hi st wisdom consists in this, for man to know
himself because in him God has placed his eternal Word •
• • • Therefore let the hi inquirers and searchers
into the deep mysteries of nature learn first to know
what they have in themselves and by the divine power
within them let them first al themselves and transmute
their own souls. • if that which thou s e e k e s t tho
findest not within thee, thou will never find it without
thee. If thou knowest not the excellency of thine own
hOli e, why does thou seek and search after the excellency
of other thin~s? The Universal Orb of the world contain~
not so great mysteries and excellencies as does a little
man formed by God in his own And he who de ire s
IMorienus, p. 11.
2 I b i d., p . 11.
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the primacy amongst the students of nature wi nowhere
find a ~reater or better field of study than himself.
Therefore will I here follow the example of the Egyptians
and. • from certain true experience proclaim, a Man,
know thyself; in thee is hid the treasure of treasures. l
This kind of statement is very prevalent in alchemical texts
and examples could be presented from books widely separated in
both time and place of origin. Suffice it to say that almost all
later historians of alchemy agree that the basic material of
esoteric alchemy was man himself. An American author, Ethan Alan
Hi tchcock, in Remarks U;Jon A]_chemy and the Alchemists published in
1857, clearly states this conclusion:
The work of the alchemists was one of contemplation and
not a work of the hands. Their alembic, furnace, con-
cubit, retort, philosophical egg etc., in which the
work of fermentation, distillation, extraction of
essences and spirits and the preparation of salts is
said to have take n plac e was Man--yoursel f , friendly
reader,--and if you w~ll take yourself into your own
study and be candid and honest, acknowled ng no other
guide or authority but Truth, you easily discover
something of hermetic ilosophy, and if at the be n-
ning there should be f fear and t r e mbLi.n sr' t he end
be a more than compensatin~ peace. 2
Not withstanding the fr~endly advice, this attitude may still
seem a little peculiar to the twentieth century mind. It does,
however, help to ex ain how~ for instance, Arnold of Villanova
could describe alchemy as "'Phe Rosary of the Pn i.'Lo s o e r s " t.m Y>
in , not ju t a serie of laboratory exercises, but a kin of
ritual as c n sio n bas d on medit t i.o n a d a c a r e f u I re De ted
series of step. t
lCited by Silber r,
.. _~.~-i·, pp. 152-'33.
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an even more curious Dicture when he discusses:
an altar and a priest who described visions of the
soul's adventures in terms of the melting of are
and the purification and gilding of metals till one
had become a shining golden spiritual being. The
alchemical furnace on a altar must have been
a visual representation of the mystery. At the top
one could see the movement and distillations of
liquid and the deposition of mercury and its amalga-
mation with gold and repeated distillation to leave
pure golden surfaces. The whole quadrature of the
elements was apparent. Earth (stone or powdered are)
was entered and fire applied. Air rose in the form
of gases and vapour. and Water of various kinds. like
mercury and dilute acids, was distilled. For the
initiates this was an object lesson of great signi-
ficance. They had mysterious powers because the activ-
ity going on in the furnace and kerotakis on the altar
produced wonderful results, which they hoped were also
being reproduced in themselves. They must have been
aware of the analo es of alchemy with life, and the
ac t ual cons t ruc tion of the human body.l
The scene presented is certainly colorful and interesting, if,
perhaps, not historically verifiable. It does e ize, however,
an important characteristic of esoteric alche the outer,
visible processes carried on in the laboratory were thou t of as
material representations of more important spir~tual and mental
processes which were ta~ing e wi th the alchemist himself.
THE WORLD AS CHEMICAL PReCESS
Definitions and commentary on esotpric alchemy lead inevitably
to a re lization of the comprehensive na ure of this sutject.
Alchemy incorporates, not just a particular process (scientific or
psycholo calor mystical), but a particular world view based on a
collection of a s s.um pt io n ab o u t t h t f th···· . h
_" n e naure oe un i.v e r a e , t,
nature of Nature, and the nature of man.
u r La n d , p , 23.
Al t h o u these ass
were modified, or more accurately, expanded to include various
additions as new philosophies and discoveries appeared, they
retained a basic unity and cohesion. This collection of assump-
tions offers the greatest possibility for further study.
Of first importance is the view that all creation must be
understood as a chemical process. Relying heavily on Genesis, the
alchemists saw the initial creation of the world as a divine
chemical separation and assumed that from that point on the
universe continued to operate in chemical terms.
"At the beginning of each birth stood the birth-
Paracelsus wrote,
ver and begetter
--separation. It is the greatest wonder of the philosophies.
When the mysterium urn in its essence and divinity was full of
_....LL__
the highest eternity, se ratio started at the be nning of all
l- •crea"lon. And when this took place, every creature was created in
its majesty, power, and free will. And so it will remain until
the end, until the great harvest when all things will bear fruit
and will be ready for ga thering. lll In 0 ther words, the be n n i.n g
of all life, all change, all creativity, is a chemical separation,
and the process continues until everything is brou
or "harvest."
t to maturi
Some interesting ide s follow from this basic assumption.
First of all, chemistry im ediately attains a divine significance.
As Debus ex a i n s , "It was the key to na t u r e c >- 1 creat d nature.
Both earthly' and heaven p h e n ome na· '..,rere> t· h au j\- 0'" a ' . 1
. !.-1_ ~ ~u,__ ~ ~ 0 . .L S ene :tCR~
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processes and interpreted in this fashion. l Thus, he who studies
alchemy studies not merely the substances he wcrks with but also
himself, all men, all nature, the universe! The alchemist takes
on the characteristics of a priest or prophet. He is God's
As stant, helping to carryon the divine chemical processes. God
himself is the original alchemist who initiates the process and
knows its direction. His assistants must listen for his instruc-
tions (thus, meditation, contemplation, and intuition) in order to
understand and aid in completion.
Paracelsus defines alchemy in terms of this function: tiMan
must bring everything to perfection. This work of bringing things
to their perfection is called alchemy. And he is an alchemist who
carries what nature grows for the use of man to its destined
end. • Nothing has been created as ultima materia--in its
final state. Every is at first created in its prima materia,
its ari nal stuff, whereupon Vulcan comes, and by the art of
alchemy develops it into its final substance. • Accordin
you should understand that alchemy is nothing but the art which
makes the imuure into the pure throu
Jolande Jacobi, editor of Paracelsus: elected \{ritin further
e os the lications of this assumption:
everything belon ng to it were released by God while they were
still in an imperfect state. The created world has been yen
over to ma in order that he may fulfill it. More than th t: rna IS
ori naI and specific mission is to lead it to perfection; he ha
t p , le:;.
racelsus, Selected Writin , pp. 92-9
been placed in the world solely for this purpose .•• l Thus is
posited a chemical world and a very special place for the alchemist
wi thin it.
A second idea which develops naturally from the view of the
world as chemical process is the idea of the interdependence of
all facets of the universe. In other words, the world itself is a
kind of enormous limbeck ("therefore, the Great Ttlorld, the macro-
cosm, is closed in itself in such a way that nothing can leave
it ll).2 All materials within this closed vessel must, of necessj.ty,
affect each other. Because a process takes place within this ves-
sel, there will be continual action and reaction between the
materials. This is related to the concept of hylozoism; all matter
is endowed with life and sensitivity, potential ~rowth or decay.
One suddenly begins to see the world in all its bubbling, ferment-
ing, stagnatin~, heating, cooling, erupting, tinctu possibil-
ities. From this point of view, the macrocosm-microcosm theory
not only makes sense, it is a necessity. The heavens must reflect
what is happening in the state or in man, just as man or the state
mus t be a f fee ted by the heavens, sine e all subs tances are i ,a
in the chemical ess. Likewise, all that is in the uni-
~--~-
verse must also be in man; he is truly the microcosm, another
limbeck on a smaller scale: "For what is not outside man is not
inside. The outer and the inner are one thing, one constellation,
one influenc~, one concordance, one duration--one 3fruit.
IJacobi, .!:~~2:~c:~1~~~~: Selected v.lrit , p , x Lv i.,
----~_.----'''''--~
2 .lEld .• p . 17.
3I~~~., p , 21.
Of course, the macroc '"JH-Jll_LCrOcosm theory is not unique to
alchemy, although the alchemists did rely heavily on its use.
~eorFe Perrigo Con~er, in Theories of Macrocosms andv ,_.j ,0 _~ ~_ ~__ _ .. __.. _ __
suggests that Paracelsus was responsible fo popularizing and
asizing the concept in the sixteenth century: "The term
'microcosmus ' or its e valent is used Paracelsus more often
than any other writer--perhaps as much as by all the writers up to
his time taken together. He was perhaps the ori nator of the term
1
'macrocosmus. III Other metaphors such as the Great Chain of Being
or the Universal Dance, popular in the medieval world scheme, also
express the same idea of the interdependence of all elements in
the universe. But to see the relationship between man and his
world as a specifically chemical relationship is perhaps unique to
alchemy, at least in that time period. It resembles our modern
views on ecology, overlaid with reli~ious and moral purpose.
Along with the chemical relationship, alchemy assumed the
underlying uni and sameness of all matter. All varieties of
creatures and things were, in the be nnin~, separated and created
out of the a materia.L- _ s idea, of course, is linked wi th
Aristotle's discussion of the COnstitution of matter, and from the
Greeks the alchemists also take the four elements and t e four
They, like Aristotle, obviously acce tbe possibility
that any substance, by chan ng the proportions of its elements,
may be altered to a different substance. L. 0. Holmyard. in fact,
interprets Aristotle's theories as the true root of alchemy, at
1r'. .
ueorp;e lerrl[1;o
(Kew York: Columbia
Conrl'er. Theorjes
n i v e r sit Y Pr- s ,
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least in its experimental aspect: "Here we have the germ of all
the orie s of me tal lie transmuta tion and the basic philosophical
justification of all the laborious days spent by alchem~sts over
their furnaces. If lead and gold both consist of fire, air, water,
and earth, why may not the dull and common metal have the propor-
tions of its elements adjusted to those of the sh~ning, prec~ous
1
one."
In addition to a reliance on the four elements, the alchemists
also depended on the sulphur-mercury theory. All matter contained
two principles, sulphur and mercury. This idea f~rst became visi-
ble in ale hemy in the wri ting;s of .Jabir or Ge be r, a nin th c e n tury
Islamic alchemist. Basically it is an expression of the contraries
or opposites contained in all things, and, as such, it seems more
closely related to Eastern philosophy than Western. SuI and
mercury represented fire and water, male and female, active and
passive, volatile and fixed, etc. The alchemical process involved
a stru e between these opposites and a final unification of the
two opposing principles, often represented by the rebus or he
rodite. Perfection (the philoso rls stone) was achieved when
quintessentialized (pure, fifth essence) sulphur and mercury were
perfectly combined. Paracelsus introduced a sli t variation on
this theme by assuming three principles--sul u r , mercury, and
sal t . Sulphur repre ented was and salt was
the fixating principle or bod Only when the e thr e contr ries
existed in harmony could man be healthy and whole.
1 E. J. Holmyard, Alehe
1968), p. 23. (1 7; r p t , B?ltirnor,~: n g ui n Bo
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The alchemists took commonly accepted theories and gave them
a slight twist of their own. Again, the difference is based upon
the assumption that the universe operates as a continuing chemical
process. Here one finds a special view of Nature and how it func-
tions in the universal scheme. Nature tends toward perfection. If
left alone, Nature will eventually bring all substances to maturity
or perfection. Nature is God's (the original alchemist) process.
The alchemist, then, does not really change the process; o .4- '~nsveaa,
he speeds it up. He aids Nature in complet
than she could do it alone.
her task, more rapidly
In order to understand this idea, it is necessary to remember,
once again, that alchemy is eclectic. Eliade supposes that this
idea develops from the primitive mythology associated with miners
and metallu sts and later becomes fused in alche with Greek
ideas about the composition of matter. He discusses the very
ancient premise that "the Ores extracted from the mines are in some
ways embryos: they grow slowly as though in obed~ence to some
temporal rhythm other than that of vegetable and animal organisms.
They nevertheless do grow-~they 'grow ripe l in their teluric
darkness. Their extraction from the bowels of the earth is thus
an operation executed before its due time. If they had been
Pe r mi t t e d the time to dev~lo Cov " P .i , e. the geolo cal t hrn of ti )
the ores would have b e c orn . n t· 1 h av i ",
- - rl"E' me a~s,. _avlng reacnea a SLate of
'perfection. 1 1l 1 Thu be ns the idea of sanctit or a priest-like
function as ociated with metal workers Cor,. fro the oppo itc view,.
t}le sug~e tiefl of rna
1 evil intervention in pow rs not in ended
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for man!).
The idea easily trans fers in to the world view of the alchemis t
who also, of course, works with metals. Alchemical texts are full
of the imagery of growinp; and ripening, always emphasizing the
alchemical process as a natural one, either in the sense of simp
speeding up an inevitable but slow development, or of completing
an intended development which had, in some way, been prevented.
The following quotation from the Biblioteque des Philosophies
Chemiques illustrates the logic which serves as a foundation for
the alchemical emphasis on growth and ripening:
If there were no exterior obstacles to the execution
of her designs, Nature would always complete what she
wished to produce. •• That is why we have to look
upon the births of imperfect metals as we would on
abortions and freaks which come about only because
Nature has been, as it were, misdirected, or because
she has encountered some fettering resistance or cer-
tain obstacles which prevent her from behaving in her
accustomed way. . Hence althou she wishes to
produce on one metal, she finds herself constrained
to prod uc e seve r a L, Gold, and only [Sold, is the c h i ld
of her desires. Gold is her legitimate son bee e
only gold is a genuine production of her efforts.
The alchemist assists Nature in producinrr, her fIle timate
son." He carries forward a process which is "ordained lf f1in
potential! as Jonson suggests in these lines from The chemis t:
Surly: The egg's ordained by nature, to that end:
And is a chicken in potentia.
Subtle: The same we say of lead, and other me tals
Which would be gold, if they had time (II, iii, 133- ).
Eliad clarifies how this view of Nature's intended pro·~.·.r~ S
= . "')""'- c ""
expands to imply a priest-like
1 .Clted by Eli de, p.
tior! for the alche ist, no
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only in relation to metals, but to all created matter:
The 'nobility' of gold is thus the fruit at ~ts most
mature; the other metals are 'common' becaUse they are
crude; 'not ripe.' In other words, Nature's final goal
is the completion of the mineral kingdom, its ultimate
'maturation.' The natural transmutation of metals into
gold is inscribed in their destiny. • But since
gold is the bearer of a highly spiritual symbolism •
it is obvious that a new idea is coming into being: the
idea of the part assumed by the alchemist as the brotherly
savior of Nature. He assists Nature to fill her a1
, to attain her 'ideal', which is the perfection of
her progeny -- be it animal, mineral or human -- to its
supreme ripening which is absolute immortality and
liberty (gold being the symbol of sovereignty and
autonomy) .1
Again, it should be emphasized that the alchemist does not
think of himself as imposing change on what nature has created; he
merely speeds up the process or aids in its completion. Eliade
explains, "In a word, man, with his various tee ques, ual
takes the place of Time: his labours replace the work of Time. ,,2
Thus we have, in a fourteenth century document attributed to Geber,
the ultimate claim of the alchemist: "What Nature can at perfect
in a very long space of time that we compleat in a short space
Our artifice. 3 The idea is not so stran~e when we consider modern
scientific work with atomic materials. Curiously e n ou , however,
the end product is lead instead of gold.
The alchemist, then, stands in intimate relationship to both
Nature and Time. There are can tant admonitions in elcha ical
texts that the "timin must be ri that mate als must "ripe"
be fore t can be tran u t e d , and that proces must be res e c t e d
1'1'E lade. p. 51.
11ade, p , 8.
cited Re el, Prelud to D. 9.
through a careful step by step development. One should remember,
also, the tendency of the alchemist to analogize. When he speaks
of aiding the maturation of !lgold" he is not necessarily speaking
of gold as a metal, or at least not of that alone. Thanks to the
unity of the microcosm-macrocosm, there is a correspondence between
the process carried on in the laboratory and the processes taking
place within the adept and the world at large. What happens in the
alembic equals what happens in man equals what happens, ultimately,
in nature. Wayne Shumaker states, "In such ways as these the
theory approximated the behavior of metals--and sometimes of organic
substances--to relationships and processes which, l~ke the trans-
actions of men with one another and with sensate creatures, had
some thing of the quali ty of drama. "lOne be n s to sense the
excitement of the alchemical activity--the suspense and the dramatic
tension involved, the feeling that all of life is momentari
tained and illuminated in the small space and short time of a
con-
stage or an alembic. How could they repeat the process a nand
again, for years, with devotion and patience and expectant excite-
ment? In the same way one returns a n and a n to the theater,
a fan which yet, in some sense, represents the deepest involve-
ment in life. Who does not fina]
for, transformation?
believe in, or at least hope
At this point it is necessary to return to a point which has
been suggested, but not fully eared. Nature, even thou her
tendency is toward perfection, mclY produce "abor-tion ," "freaks,"
unnatural ahberations. Her progress may be interfered with,
1 Shur~a r, p. 19?
"fettered," and filled with obstacles. Now it becomes apparent
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that alchemy also incorporates Christian theolog-y, for the first
and foremost interference occurred in the Garden of Eden.
Haydn explains this concept:
Hiram
"for most alchemists and Hermetic philosophers that
Golden Age of Wisdom when God revealed the true si f-
icance of Nature's symbols was the Age of Innocence in
Eden; the 'illumined priest' was pre-Iapsarian Adam.
The central concern of the Hermetic philosophers with
the 'rejuvenation and renovation of men and things'
then is a 10 cal sequiter. When Parace us declares,
'This, therefore, is the most excellent foundation of
a true physician, the regeneration of nature and the
restoration of youth', he is writing in this tradi-
tion. Before the Fall, man understood the symbols
of Nature, for God had revealed them to him. After
the Fall, this secret knowledge, this infused capacity
to interpret their meanings, was ly los -until
the words of the interpretations became cryptic and
even unintelligible. It was the task and dream of the
alchemist to be able to effect a return to the purity
of the youth of the world, to men who once more mi t
understand 'God's ima~es' and to a renewed Nature 1
wh os e hidden virtues need no Lon ge r- to be hidden."
c ications abound. The alchemist, one now realizes, must
go back in order to go forward. Before he can asslst in Nature's
p r o g r'e s a toward perfection he must tlrejuvenate" nature and himself.
He must discover what is hidden. Of course, he cannot do this on
his own, because he himself is corrupt. He must depend on revela-
tion, "the Ii t of nature:" as Paracelsus calls it, to
aWE; r e a in of his own and Nature's ori na character. h~; 1..5 a
priest, a prophet and a ma cian, for ma c, as pico says,
in c al Li n forth .in t c the Li t as if from their h din
p 1 c e t h po 'IT e r set t: red a n ct s 0 \</n i n t ,4 a r Ld b t h
loving k i.nd no s of God, do not so much ,,,,ark wo d 1'5 a
dili;c8 tly S I've a won e -wo r kio c- n at u r . . It ma k n
use of the suit::l!)h~ and p<1culiarinduc nt~cc; for
each s n thing, hrin forth into the op n the
n , p , 'J1 1+.
miracles concealed in the recesses of the world~
in the depths of nature, and in the storehouses
and myster~es of God, just as if nature herself
were the~r maker. And, as the farmer weds his
elms to vines, even so does the magus wed earth
and heaven, that is, he weds lower thin~s to the
endowments of higher things. l
In Pica's explanation of ma c, just as in the alchemists'
view of their own roles, the emphasis is on a myster~ous co-opera-
tion with Nature. In both instances, it is assumed that man can,
through his own labours, aid Nature in uniting "lower thing's to
the endowmen t s of higher things. II Paracelsus sounds a bit more
egotistical when he describes himself and his role in terms of
this miraculous relationship with Nature:
From the middle of this age the Monarchy of all the
arts has been at length derived and conferred on me,
TheophrastuB Paracelsus, Prince of Philosophy and of
Medicine. For this purpose I have been chosen of
God to extinguish and blot out all the phantisies of
elaborate and false works, of delusive and presump-
tuous words. . My theory preceeding as it does
from the Ii t of Nature, can never thou its consis-
tency, pass away ••
Not that I praise myself. Nature praises me. or
her I am born, her I follow. She knows me, and I know
her. The Ii t which is in her I have beheld in her,
outside, too. I have proved the same in the figure of
the microcosm, and found it in the universe. 2
It is possible to be a little more specific about how the
alchem st overcomes that initial interference (the Fall) and
returns his material and himself to a state in which Nature's
intended progress may be carried on. In essence, he si Y st rts
11
Tinctur of
of Parae 1
w
on the1 pi c o della Mirandola,
trans. Charles Glenn Wallis
Co., 1965), p ,
2 ...
. Parae Ls us , Pre face to "Book Concerning the
PhlIosophers," '}'he H nnetic and :"lchemical ]P[ritin
the Gret, e d . -Art h u r \-1n r 'da it, . . . -
ty o oks , 1 7), pp. 19~20.
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over. The first step in his process is dissolution, which as
George Ripley explained in his Compound of Alchemy is intended to
reduce lithe hard and dry compactyon to become "intenuate" (thin,
liquid). . • • Eve ry me tal was ons wa ter mynerall/The re fore wyth
water they t u r ne to water all."l In other words, he goes back to
the prima materia:
•
"When the world was still nothing but water,
and the spirit of the Lord moved upon the face of the waters, the
world emerged from the water, water was the matrix of the world
and all its creatures •• • The matrix is invisible and no one
can see its primal substance, for who can see that which was
before him?,,2
The alchemist must go back before he can go forward. He must
return to the undifferentiated chaos to begin again the process of
separation and development. The importance of this step is con-
tinually emphasized in alchemical texts, as, for instance, in this
quotation from Alphonso, King of Portugal: "Our dissolution is no
other thing but that the body be turned again to moistness.
The first result of this work is the body reduced to water, that
is to Mercury, that is what the Philos rs call solution, which
is the foundation of the work.,,3 Al th d bways, • e corresponence eb..reen
man and ma t e r La l is main t a in od , The So
--~-_.._--
study of alchemy, shows, "If we men would be purified and clean d
of our ori nal sin and the filth of Adam .
. we can obtain per-
1
Gear Ri ey, Com ouod of Alche
'l'heatr'um Chemicum BritcHHl cum -j;:lias
~._.__.- ,
York: Johnson Reprint Corporation, 1
, found in the collectio
e , camp. (1652; rpt. Ne
7), p , 1
racelsus: Selecte Writin
, p , 13.
ited by R ct, Prelua to t • p. 1
faction and eternal happiness only through the regeneration of
water and the spirit, as the royal chemical substance is regener-
ated by water and its spirit. l
RELATIONSHIPS WITH RELIGION, PSYCHOLOGY, AND MYTH
Obviously, the alchemical assumptions about dissolution and
regeneration have many correlations with religion, psychology, and
myth. In terms of religion, the process is a kind of New Birth.
Following the example of Christ, one must submit to death (disBo-
Lu t i.on ) in order to conquer it. In order to regain a sense of
unity with the divine nature, one must die and be born again.
Ace ording to the B'i.b Le , "Exc e pt a grain of wheat fa1.1 in to the
ground and die it abideth alone; but if it die it bringeth forth
much fruit. He that loveth his life shall lose it and he that
hateth his life in the world shal keep it un t o life eternal"
(John, XII, 24ff). The alchemists were fully aware of the paral-
lels between their own chemical process and the process of
Christian regeneration. In fact, they very often used the language
and imagery of reli on to explain what they were doing. An
appropriate e e is taken from
as our chemical compound .
. is subjected to the action of fire,
and is decomposed. di~colved ~·nrl '1 d· t' nth·
o • -"->Ll. ',C"" WE:.L .i g e s e o , a n .s as l x s
process, before it consummation, exhibits various c matic
chan , so this Divi Han and Human God, Jesus Chrif,t , h d ,
the will of his he venly Father, to pass throu many troub e
lC'] ted by Shum r, p. 189.
YI
insults, and sufferings, in the course of which His outward ct
1
was grievously chang-ed. II Each step of the process could, in some
sense, be correlated with religious experience. The D~ssolution
was the mystical death, the Separation was likened to rejection
of the impurities and superfluities of the world, the Conjunction
was a renewed awareness of divine unity, the Putrefaction equaled
the sufferings, the 'trial by fire,' purgatory, the
suggested the whiteness of resurrection, the Exaltation meant
identification with Christ (flI exalted be/Then shall I draw all
thyngs un to me"). and finally, the Hul t iea ti on and the Pro e c-::...:..:....:::..~..£...:.=-=-~.:...;:....=-=--
tion implied that the material might now, like Christ, be c a na b Le
of the transmutation of o t h e r "metals" or men. One of the ways of
s ng; of the philosopher's stone was. in fact, to liken it to
Chris t. The Sophie Hydroli th explains, "as the Phil as o ph e r' s
Stone, which is the chemical King, has virtue by means of its
tincture and its developed perfection to c other imperfect
and base metals into pure gold, so our heave King and fundamen-
tal corner stone, Jesus Christ, can alone purify us s~nners and
is often equatedThe alchemical process, thus,say.
imperfect men with his Blessed ruly-colored tincture, that is to
·T" "1 d 11 2HlS H 00 •.
with rali au regeneration. In this sense, the ale
in a s ritual experience.
If one turns to psychology to under ta d the alehe ical proc-
ass, a different v i e w e me r cr.,C>,c~). Car'l Fun c l"n v e t:v ex' L • Le,'-- ',. - U . '.'S. . " "J' L8nSlV se ie
1 Shumaker, p. ~u.
bid.
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of alchemy, concluded that the "art" was a psychic operation and
that its process corresponded exactly to his own theory of individ-
uation. The alchemist in his search for the Philosopher's stone
wa~ in effect, searching for his own wholeness, an awareness of
self which included his total personality, both conscious and uncon-
scious. Thus, the first step, the return to the prima materia,
was a journey into the unconscious, an attempt to reveal what was
ffhidden" and reintegrate that material. A resemblence is estab-
lished between the prima materia and the chaotic state of uncon-
sciousness, and the alchemical process then becomes a process of
psychic growth. When the alchemist breaks down his material,
"tortures" it, refines it, purifies it, and reunites its ingre-
dients in a new whole, he is working upon his own psyche. He is
making what was unconscious, conscious. Again, interesting
leIs can be drawn with the various steps in the alchemical process.
The initial steps are often referred to as ni do, named this
---='---
because of the blackness associated with these first steps. The
ni corresponds, for Jung, to deep depression, the melancholia
of the alchemists.
l
The succeeding steps of repeated distillations,
which "torture" the material, can be linked to the seVere mental
torture which OCCUrE, whpn one e' t t h II' .r If f h 1"~" ." n c o u n e r s • [1:: e n '101.4 0 PSyC"OlOgy.
Jung points to a quotation from the "Tractatus Micreris": lilt
mu t be torm nt d with the most subtle spiritual thing, n ely
with the fiery nature which is akin to it. For if its bo we r
tormented, the soul would not reach it; for it is of spiritu 1
n d A,lche , p.
nature to be touched only by something spiritual_"l The final
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steps lead to a produc t which Jung equa tes wi th !l n e w energy and
new life.,,2 His own experience verified these qualities in people
who produced in their dreams and fan tasies "symbols similar to,
and often identical with . . the formulation of such esoteric
c uL ts as alchemy." 3 Thus, -Jun g concluded that II the moe t importan t
discoveries of the alchemists sprang from their meditations on
their own psychic processes, which, projected in archetypal form
into the chemical substances, dazzled their minds with unlimited
possibilities.,,4
Jung does not believe, however, that the initial goal of
alchemy was a psychic process or that the alchemist was necessarily
aware that he was dealing with the unconscious. As he explains,
"The real nature of matter was unknown to the alchemist: he knew
it only in hints. In seeking to explore it he projected the uncon-
scioue into the darkness of matter in order to illuminate it.
This procedure was not, of course, intentional; it was an involun-
taryoccurrence. Strictly speaking, projection is neVer made; it
5
is simply there." Thus, Jung; su s ts tha t t languag;e of the
and
bid.
4
.Ju n g , "3 Luther H. Hartin, "A Hi ~
~~r~nOf the. ,sycholo cal Ln t r p r e t e t i o n of Alchemy,." Ambix 2 (1 ),
-VI prOVlOC a good sum ry of psycholo cal int rpretation of
alchemy, including reference to the work of Hitchcock, Silbe er
and Jung. Another Ipful synthesis of alchemy as a r of p
ehology is ven by Mary Jo Teeter Dobbs, pp. ~ -"3 q •
'5
·Jun Psycholo and A'l c b e my , p p ,
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alchemists was not mystifying in order to conceal secrets or
exploit the credulous, but simply because the alchemists dealt
with processes which, even though they experienced them, remained
essentially unknown or mysterious to them. Nevertheless, he does
find some awareness in alchemical texts of psychic experience,
even though "unconscious'! experience would normally escape record.
These are recorded in the form of visions or hallucinations. The
alchemical process itself may be presented as a dream, as in the
"Visions of Zosimos" which Jung thoroughly explicates.
l
A great deal more could be said about Jung's theories concern-
ing alchemy, but the primary purpose here is to demonstrate that
what the alchemists perceived as a chemical breakdown or return to
","--._m_"_a_ materia in order to prepare material for its natural progress
toward perfection had multiple associations with religious and
psycholo cal processes. One further correlation should be con-
sidered. In terms of myth, the alchemical process resembled the
initiation ritual. From this viewpoint, the "testi of materials.
the submission to the purifying fire, becomes the most important
aspect. The materials must "suffer", "die" and be reborn into
another mode of being. In this sense, "the alchemical regressi.on
a series of tests, he is refined and
to the fluid state of matter corresponds •
t h ' i t i 2• e .i n a a a t e , II 'I'h r ou
to the 'death' of
purified and emerges with a new sense of identity. As Eliade
e ai ns , "Now one is in apo ition to me a s u r-e t h e
. '·do. .....- ~."" ,-,) .!... e ... 'C:
liade, p. 1'73.
extent of the
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alchemists' innovation: they: proje d on to Matter the
--. ,-- -_.--_.--- ~
function of su~~ -w to the alchemical operations, corres-
ponding to the tortures, death and resurrection of the initiate,
the substance is transmuted, that is, attains a transcendent
mode of being: 1it becomes gold."
In fact, a great deal of emphasis in alchemical texts is
placed on the trial by fire, often used in a metaphorical sense.
Paracelsus wrote, "For every person may and ought to believe in
another only in those matters which he has tried by fire •
since, experimentally, through the agency of fire the true is
2
separated from the false. II And jl;lorienus tells Khalid, "Fdr-e is
the true test of this entire matter. n3 Emphasis is placed on
_-l..-__~_; one must survive a testing process in order to achieve
unification: "Now I have shO'NTI that this opera lion is a t no grea t
remove from the liVing th s, nor 'Nas anything ever born or
endo'Ned with S rit or growth except after putrefaction and change
4
of appearance. II Much 0 f the iconography of ale hemy illus t r a t es
olism, melancholy, can
the blackness and suffering associa ted wi th Ln i. tia tory "d e a th u __
ation of skulls. 5saturnine
e gods of mythology are e oyed by the alchemists to
represent the necessi of testing and tri be fore one re c h e s
the Thus, the twelve labors of Hercules become the steps
lEliade, p . 1
racelsus, Hermetic and Alchemic _\,~j~ ~\..,"--, Vol. II, p. 21.
';
/Morienus, A Te t nt of Alche , D. 47.
4 . dr£:!:_~., p , 3L
5Eliade, p , 161.
of the alchemical process, and his final triumph over the dragon
(a very commonly used symbol in alchemy) allows m to capture the
golden apples of the Hesperides (another way of saying the
Iphilosophe r ISS tone) • Jason! s long and pe rilou s searc h for the
golden fleece is another representation of the alchemical process,
with each incident in the journey equated to a particular step and
the fleece,. of course, equated to the philosopher's gold. The
parallels between mythological fiiSures and alchemical symbolism are
almos t endle ss. The ini tia tion tes ts whic h are so much a par t 0 f
mythology and result in freedom~ illumination and immorali
become, in alchemical terms, the process which leads to transmuta-
tion.
Part of the at trac tiveness of the n e w Parae elsian medici ne in
the sixteenth century was due to this continual emphasis on trial
and experience. R. Botocke, who introduced racelsian thou t to
, compared the traditional scholars to the new chemical
physic ians, who try !I all things by fi re whe re the vertue, nature,
and propertie of each thing appe reth to the
experience.
Le and visible
To review: the alchemist assumes a world which operate as a
IS '1 1 . . f t h 1 .' " e r I ' tl-.a (1;. ere x p . !4'L. nsur ere 0 r r'e a t r 0 n s tl e t wee~, n e r cuesao ~ n e
alchemic 1 p r o c e [;; his s wee ping of the u ge a n s tables a "reI a t e
to the app1icat on arid c on t ro L of heat at various stages Of t e
work by the u e of dung, his encounters with serpents and d r e
his a La y i n of the "lion," p , 120. Sadler point to the ske
the title pn of Michael Maier's Atala 1 a rences t on
of Hercul .i n the Res ria ion of th
"5 olie elr win by the attendant a chemists at the COtH-t
Rud o l II, p , 121. She re1ate~re nels use of the Herc
.i.nc id n t in Friar aeon and to C mica
t
of"
, .
o ix
eke
Phi
h,;,; d iff e r e n c e b t w- th
Jeke," (L'ondon, lSSt)), cited
n c i e n t Ph f;
by De u 1 Ch
~ ~~ ~~ .
r
t e La t t r
p 11
chemical process, a Nature which tends toward perfection, but has
been fettered by interference, and a process through which Man
(the adept) may restore and participate in a new balance. He
incorporates in his world view, in ever extending circles, much of
Greek and Christian philosophy, psychology, and myth. (The list
does not really stop there, but for a ~eneral framework one must
stop somewhere.) He sees Man as very important in the scheme of
the universe, but not because of his own powers: "Almighty God in
his power created powerless servants who can neither undo what he
has done nor advance what he holds back, nor can they ever know
anythin~ except what he grants to them nor are they able even to
possess anything except by the strength that same God has conferred
upon them, or even govern their own spirits except insofar and so
long as he has ordained for them."l Thus, along with the scientists
and the Calvinists, he distrusts scholasticism and advocates a
return to first principles (althou his idea of first principles
differs from the Calvinistic idea of the apostalic church or the
scientific insistence on objective empiricism). For the alchemist
all knoHled comes from one source: "those who are called to the
work must realize under Divine leading, that the knowledge (1) of
God (2) of Christ whom he has sent (3) of the gre t e r' world (4) of
the self wit~in each of u·~ a·n·d.·· (. C) of·· ~~e 0t nco·'rr }" L. ,) o e 0>. U t the
vii --thou pa sin und r so many names--is one knowled , wh i c h
is a t Lned virtue of a S1 f t , faeul , or grace res en t
1M 'i or1enu ,
within seekers themselves and comparable to a clear mirror or
foun tai n , ,,1 The source of this knowledge is everywhere, but
recognised by only a few. Those who attain it may multiply their
results and tincture all the substances contained in the great
limbeck of the universe.
EMERALD TABLE
All of the above ideas are suggested,. although rather
obliquely, in the Emerald Table or Tabula Smaragdina, which is
perhaps the most celebrated and basic expression of alchemical
ideas available. The Table is attributed to Hermes Trismegistus;
some say it was found in a cave by Sara, the wife of Abraham, and
others attribute its discovery to Alexander the Great. Its ori n
is not really certain, but it is certainly one of the oldest and
most respected of alchemical documents. Since the table . -,1S re..c.a-
tively short and provides a kind of summary of the ideas presented
above, it is repeated here in full.
True it is, without falsehood, certain and most true.
That which is above is like to that which is below, and
that which is below is like that which is above, to
ace ish the miracles or one thing.
And as all tht
all thin aro c
ada tation.
were by the can te
from this One thing
ation of one, so
a sin e act of
The father thereof the Sun, the mother the Moon.
The Wind carried it in its womb, the Earth is the
nur e thereof.
It is the fath r of all works of wonder throu out the
whole world.
The power thereof is perfect.
If it be cast on to Earth, ~t w~ll separate the element
of Earth from that of Fire, the subtle from the gross.
ltlith great sagacity it doth ascend gently from Earth
to Heave n ,
Again it doth descend to Earth, and uniteth in itself
the force from things super~or and things inferior.
Thus thou wilt possess the glory of the brightness of
the whole wnrld, and all obscurity will fly far from
thee.
This thing is the strong fortitude of all strength,
for it overcometh every subtle thing and doth pene-
trate every solid substance.
Thus was this world created.
Hence there will be marvellous adaptations achieved,
of which manner is this.
For this reason I am called Hermes Trisme stus,
because I hold three parts of the wisdom of the
whole world.
That which I had to say about the operation of Sol
is completed. l
This fundamen tal statemen t of alchemical doc trine e sizes
the following; the one source of all, the identity of microcosm
and macrocosm, the unification of opposites, the penetrating,
tincturing force, and the continuing process of creation. It
offers to the followers of Hermes Trisme stus, the alchemists.
the "wi sdom 0 f the whole world. 1'l
Ie'lted by Holmy I'd. Alche , pp. 97~ 'I'h e Em r Ld e of
Her s is pre n t d as a b i c octrinEll st te n t in most Sl1 v y
of alchemy. There are s1i ht, but not si~nific nt, variatio in
d i.f e r e rt t t r a ns I tions. Ro r Bacon, (15
rpt. Ann Arbor, ~lichi n : Xerox Universi Hicrofilms, 1 ),
p p , 17-2'1 pee n t an ex ic tion of each line of the 'I'a b I
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Chapter 2
THE ALCHEtvlIST AS PRIEST, PHYSICIAN, AND MAGICIAN
Alchemy, in its broadest conception, was the art of assisting
Nature.
-
Rejuvenation, regeneration, transformation, and restora-
tion were its key words. To the alchemists, it made little
difference whether one applied those wo r d s to ffdiseased" metals,
"sick ff souls, ailing bodies, or an unbalanced universe. By
analogy, the process of rejuvenation was essentially the same in
all cases. The philosopher's stone could transmute base metals
to gold, the elixir could restore health and long life to the
physical body, the operation of virtue could tincture base men and
rejuvenate an unhealthy world. Some saw the alchemist as a kind
of priest, some spoke of him as a sieian, and some equated his
seemingly supernatural powers w~th those of white ma c. Of
course, when the process obviously didn't work, the alchem twas
simply a fool or a charlatan. Shakespeare utilized all of these
viewpoints in alchemical references in his ays.
Once one accepts alchemy as a le timate body of t and
a potential inf uence on lit r ture, there are endless area to
be explored. Even in re to a sin e author, Shakesp a-e. the
ta k of intensively examinin all the wo fro this new perspec-
tive is beyond th scope of a sin~le paper. Neverth e it is
P a s ible to present examples of t' t h t 'l.c h. .ne ways ~a. aLee c 1 itl
1ma ry infiltrat the drama of Sh kespeare and to ve •... J..:l n t n iv
exe n tion to one ay, H 1 e t. Such n appro c will ne e
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be incomplete, leaving much unexplored territory, but, at the same
time, it may provide a starting point and suggest areas for further
inquiry. The broad conception of alchemy as an art of rejuvenation
and restoration suggests that it might be particularly appropriate
to the patterns of the histories and the tragedies. Its emphasis
on flcurative" powers might make it pertinent to those plays con-
cerned wi th "d i s e a s e " in one form or another. Realizing that in
the period in whic h ;'Jhakespe are wrote, ale hemy was mas t popularly
associa ted wi th the "me d i c i.n e " of Pa.r a c e Ls u s , and the "magic" of
John Dee, one would expect to find those influences mixed with
other traditional alchemical ideas. Considering that Paracelsus
was in large part responsible for popularizing and extending the
macrocosm-microcosm analogy, one might look for alchemical
influence in those plays which especially em size that concept.
Pe rha ps the ace to begin, therefore, is with those massive
eruptions of the universal order in Julius Ca.e s a r , Mache h , and
JULIUS CAESAR: RESTORING THE STATE
In the ancient Roman world of Julius Caesar a crisis is
brewin~. as evidenc d by strange disruptions in the universe.
Casca questions. liAr not you mo v t d when all the fn·./ay of e a rt
Shi:lke~) like a t h i.n g unfirm?" (I. 1'1'1' t. 3-1.').0 1 H ~ r th t h t,c) ,. r- e S"B,es a·e uas
and
eha
Hou
1
Reference for Shakespeare's plays are to The Com let
Poem of William Shake ere, eds. William Al an Neilso
es Jarvis i ,New Cambridge Edition (Cambridge, M ss
ton Mifflin, 1 2).
chusetts:
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witnessed "a tempest dropping fire" (I, iii, 10), a slave who
ld up his left hand, which did flame and burn
Like twenty torches join'd and yet his hand
Not sensible of fire, remain'd unscorched (III, iii, l6-18),
a lion " who glaz'd upon me" (III, iii, 21), and woman "who swore
they saw/Men all in fire walk up and down the streets" (I, iii, 24-25).
Obvious it is the element of fire which dominates Casca's descrip-
tion. Even the lion belongs in this group of images; it is a
commonly pictured alchemical symbol representing the volatile,
active, penetrating principle--the principle of sulphur or fire.
As in Hamlet, this fire burns with more light than heat. It
behaves mysteriously, portentious Casca concludes,
ther there is a civil strife in heaven
Or else the world, too saucy with the gods,
Incenses them to send destruction (II, iii, 11-13).
Cassius, howeve r, doe s no t a z r e e tha t the s e fore e s a r e the
results of the gods' activities. He sees them as a direct reflec-
tion of the unbalanced, "d i s e a s e d" condition of the state. The
macrocosm and the microcosm are joined in the same che~ical process
and mu t mutual "erupt" when the elements reach a state of
imbal nee. The condition of the universe 1S analogous to the con-
dition of Rome where,
Now could I. Casca, name to thee a man
Mo t like this d
That thunders, Ii
d f u I night,
tens, open graves, and roars
As doth the lion in the spitol.
A man no mightier than thyself or me
In personal action, yet prodigious grown
And fearful, as. these strange eruptions are (I, iii, 72-78).
The universal disorder is only a more visible reflection for
Cassius of another disorder in which
all these things chan~e from their ordinance
Their natures and preformed faculties
To monstrous quality (III, iii, 66-68).
The disturbances seem much more "natural" to Cassius than to Casca,
in the sense that one inevitably follows upon the other. When
Casca asks, "Who ever knew the heavens menance so?lt (I, iii, 44),
Cassius replies, "Those that have known the earth so full of
faults" (I, iii, 45).
Paracelsus wrote that the spagiric art was able to create men
and monsters. Cassius Bug~ests that the process takin ce in
Rome fosters this monstrous quality. Caesar grows large from the
"rankness" of the material surrounding him:
What trash is Rome,
What rubbish and what offal, when it serves
For the base matter to illuminate
So vile a thing as Caesar (I, iii, 108-11).
There is a sense of decay, oe'rgrowth, impuri The tainting
influence is present. Predictably enou the conspirators must
think of th m Ives as aleh iets, offerin a tinctur which will
tr a n form th .i r wo r l.. -'·. Br-u t us, l' t h i e n . th f t '(l lJ ~ ,." .n .lS SEc. e, 1.S e p e r r e c Q
material, and Cas ius is the motivating force which will ex
and b r in thAt material into procps •
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Cassius works upon Brutus as the alchemist would work to pre-
pare his material. He is well suited for the role: "He .i s a great
observer, and he looks/Quite throug-h the deeds of men" (1, ii, 202-3).
Like the alchemist, he is a broodin~ obRerver, a man who would see
beneath the surface of the visible world. He is melancholic in
te rament. He would be the mirror (a commonly used expression in
alchemy, as in ROlfer Bacon's Mirror of ) which reflects the
hidden qualities of men and materials. He tells Brutus,
And it is very much lamented, Brutus,
That you have no such mirrors as you will turn
Your hidden worthiness into your eye
That you might see your shadow (I, ii, 55-58).
He goes on to state that he will be the mirror to expose Brutus'
value:
And since you cannot see yourself
So well as by reflection, I, your glass,
Will modest discover to yourself
That of yourself which you yet know not of (I, ii, 6 ).
Carl Jung mi t see the above speeches in L'i zh t of his own
theory of alchemy--a process which brings the unconscious to the
a u r f a c e , a confrontation with the "shadow" of psychology. Cas ius
will expo e that which Brutus has hidden from himself. He will
s e pa r a t s and eliminate the "fault" which has prevented Brutus fro
realizin his potential. The method to be used is self-exam natio
a kind of dissolution and analysis: liThe faul t , d e a r Bru t u s I is
not in our star's,/But in ourselves, that we are underling-51! (I,ii,} ).
Cas i.u s think and sp of Brutus as if he were sn
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potentially gold, but needing the proper handling:
Well, Brutus thou art noble; yet 1 see
Thy honourable metal may be wrou t
From that it is disposed (1, ii, 312-14).
Brutus' "noble metal" might be the gold which could infect the
world around him, but Nature's intentions have been diverted. It
is Cassius' purpose to reverse that process of corruption. He sees
Brutus as the potential tincture in a process mead to transform the
state:
And that which would appear offence in us,
His countenance, like richest alchemy,
Will change to virtue and to worthiness (1, iii, 158-60).
Cassius' motives are not beyond question. He often seems as
much concerned with personal ambition and his own bitterness as he
does with the welfare of the state. He would use Brutus as the
false alchemist would use gold--to further his own ends.
of thinking is also evident among some of the other conspirators,
who would use Cicero's "rs i.Lv a r " as a currency to
security:
Dh, let us have him, for his silver hairs
Will purchase us a good opinion
their own
And buy m n's' VOl'ce~ to co-m' ~"1' our d d- (IT
_ .d "l. ~_c!( _ ee s "-, i , 144-46) .
Brutus, however, sees the cons racy as a mission of purifi-
cation and rejuv nation. He, somewhat like Hamlet, thinks of
himself as a mini t e c and sc au C f';;e . He says, "Let us be sa rifice
not b u t c h e r s , aius. • We shall be called pur r e , not
mu r d r e r s " (II, i, Ihh, 180). He thinks in term of a ne
~ .. ~~. ~ ..~..•.,..~ ...L,
tlnot envious", purpose. He speaks of the entire enterprise in
terms easily associated with alchemical ideas and processes. It
is moti va ted by l! the face 0 f men/The su ffe ranee 0 four s ouLs , the
time's ab u s e" (II, L; 114-15), all factors upon which the alchem::ists
predicate the necessi of a cleansin~, purifying process. It
operates by fire and a conversion of baser substances:
But if these,
As I am sure they do, bear fire enou~h
To kindle cowards and to steel with valour
The melting s rits of women, then countrymen,
What need we any spur, but our own cause
To prick us to redress? (II, it 119-24).
He assumes that the process, once set in motion, will ~enerate its
own force and naturally convert "cowards" and "melting spirits" to
the cause. 08 ths (impl g doubts) and artificial bonds are not
necessary, because they are extraneous to the process; they sug-
gest impurities in the nature of the enterprise:
but do not stain
The even virtue of our enterprise,
Nor th' insuppressive mettle of our spirits
To think that or Our cause Or our performance
Did nee an oath. ( I, i, 1 )2- ) .
Brutus thinks of the can pirators' a c t io ns as h v i.n
pO'tJc?rs--""A piece of wo r k that will make sick men
c u r a ive
ole" (II, I , 327).
1i riu reSDO ~s to Brutu a if he is the ma ic elixir which will
brin new life and health:
By all the gods that Romans bow before,
I here discard my sickness! Soul of Rome!
Brave son, deriv'd from honourable loins!
Thou, like an exorcist, hast conjur'd up
My mortified spirit. Now bid me run
And I will strive with things impossible (II, i, 321-25).
Like a priest, a physician, or a magician, Brutus speaks and
is spoken of in terms associated with alchemy. No other framework
ties those three concepts tog;ether as does alchemy. Brutus envi-
sions a process of restoration. He would apply to the state the
same kind of process that the alchemist uses to make !'sick" metals
IIwhole. II The c on s p i r a tors do, however, realize the terror and
destruction implicit in their plans for Rome's regeneration.
Brutus cries,
0, that we then could come by Caesar's spirit,
And no t dismembe r Cae sa r. But alas,
Caesar must bleed for it! (II, i, 168- ).
The dismemb rment of the king or the lion lCaesar has been identi-
fied with the lion) is a familiar theme in ale , partie
in alchemic parahles, dream visions, and the iconograp of
alchemy. It is contain d, for instance, in the alehe ca parebl
which Silberer reI tes an~ then interprets throu both Dsycholo c
dream ana sis and alche ieal alism. l The can piratars, of
c o u r e, will not act Ll v "di rn er" Cae r , but Brutus, at
P2~' 11 )
n d in tJ
Dov
mbolism of Ale
1917; rpt. New York,
ere pre ent num I' u
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t th e e
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bet en the cii mh r
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least, thinks of what they plan in this ritualistic tradition:
"Let's carve him as a dish fit for the gods" (II, i~ 17,). He
believes that he is involved in a sacred process, which, through
destruction, will ~enerate new fe. It is an old, old theme in
myth which is incorporated and vivified in the metauhors of alchemy.
I t makes the conspira tor I s work, as Cassi us says, like "the c om-
plexion of the element.
t e r r i.b Le " (I, iii, 128, 30).
• Most bloody, fiery, and most
In the alchemical parables which deal with the "slaying" of
the lion, particular emphasis is aced upon the blood of the lion.
In the parable which Silberer uses as an example, for instance,
the initiate literally squeezes the blood from the lion·s bo
!II forced the blood out of his body, yea, even out of his heart-,·l
The act is not entirely one of destruction, however, for the
initiate is then told by his "elders" that, "He must bring
[the lio~ to life a~ain, else he car: not be our c oL'l e a s-ue , u 2
The blood is an essential inp:redient in the process which leads to
the philosopher's stone. It is a tinctu , purifying a~ent. In
this play, there is repeated e hasis on Caesar's blood. 'I'h e con-
rators literally cover themselves with it, at Brutus' direction.
That fact has caused some uneasines about the interpretation of
tus' character. The bloody imagery of the assassination scene
see s to su~gest that Brutus mi t be classified with other, less
admi able, agents of murder and violence. Yet he rehBlns, even
pp , 3
bolism of Alch n d the Oce 1 t p t
2 1b, 4. .I.L., p , 4.
to the last lines of the p l.ay , a character of great strength and
nobility;
His life was gentle, and the elements
So mix'd in him that Nature mi~ht stand up
And say to all the world, IIThis was a man r tI (V, v, 73-75).
He is, to the very end, perfected material. Yet how can that view-
point be justified in Ii t of his activities earlier in the ay?
How can Brutus remain "gentle", perfectly "mix'd", a paridigm of
man, when he is visually covered with the blood of caesar? Only
if one Bees the blood-lettin~ in a special sense. Shakespeare pro-
vides the material for that interpretation, far Caesar's blood is
ctured as a kind of tincture, a rejuvenating force.
In Calpurnia's dream, Caesar's statue, Hlike a fountain with
a hundred spouts/Did run pure blood" (II, ii, 77-78). The use of
"fountain" is significant for it implies that Caesar's blood is
the source of new life and regeneration. Ic1en will "bathe their
hands in it" (II, ii, 79), sugg;es ting washinp: and p u r i. fica tion.
Deciue summarizes this kind of interpretation in his an
the dream:
Your statue spouting blood in many pipes,
In which so many smiling Roman's bath'd
Signifies that from you Rome shall suck
Reviving blood, and that great men shall press
s of
For tincture, stains, relics, and recognizance (1 , ii, 85-8 ).
Caesar's blood will become a tincture and, althou it is not
e xac t t the cons rators expect, it will lead to the re tor -
tion at the end of the ay. A gti in, 0 n e sen esth e mas tine
kind of movement. toward restoration which is present in sO many of
Shakespeare's plays. The movement is mysterious in a sense; it
involves farces which are beyond man's logical comprehension. Man
participates in the process, but is not entirely in control of it.
Brutus alane, perhaps, does envision a process of rejuvenation
which will come about through the release of Caesar's blood.
(Decius' dream interpretation has other purposes, namely to
encourage Caesar to go to the senate; he is not conscious that he
speaks tbe truth.) It is with a recognition of the tincturing
quality of Caesar's blood that Brutus instructs the cons rators
to cover themselves with it, as if the blood symbolizes "peace,
freedom, and liberty!l--the ruby colored tincture which will trans-
form the world:
And let us bathe our hands in Caesar's blood
Up to the elbows, and besmear our swords,
Then walk we forth, even to marks t-place,
Anci way our red wea o'er our heads
Let's all cry, Peace, freedom, and liber (III, .i , =110).
Anthony also, thou from a different viewpoint, suggests that
Caesar's blood has enriche~ the swords of the conspirators:
nor no instruments
Of f the worth as those your swords maGe rich
With the most noble blood of all this world (III, i, 1 ~56) •
throu sev ral association • First of all, its colo is as oc te
with the last s of the Work. 'l'he pro r ion of color c h
./(
was an important aspect in alchemy, and the process ~enerally
moved from black to white to a rainbow of colors (the peacock's
tail) to the final red stage (sometimes called the Red Lion).l
Secondly, blood was associated with the religious motives of
alchemy; Christ's blood was the ultimate tincture, the source of
regeneration. It was also connected with a lon~ tradition of myth
in which bloody sacrifice and des true tion provided the "dew!! which
would generate new life. Blood (hopefully used metaphorically)
also appeared in alchemical texts as a part of the cleansing and
purifying process; materials were "washed" so to speak in the
purifying blood. In this sense, blood is the liquid principle;
it is mercury as opposed to sulphur, water as oeposed to fire.
In the alchemical parables that deal with dismemberment, two
colors are emphasized--the red of the blood, and the white of the
bones. The e must be somehow reunited in order to pro~res6 to
the "golden" stage, again the emphasis on unification of con~
traries. Another confusion is intrOduced when one finds that
blood is also sometimes used to indicate the One
roi t be instructed, for instance, to be n the process with
roenstrum. For the alchemists, of course, the materia w"as
a 1 S 0 ina senset he 2:11 t im a ma_~_,,: r i ~, pur i fie dand ref i ned in the
process. One fir believes from an examination of this on word
what was sugge ted earlier; the alchemists mi~ht have many dif er~
ent names for one thin, and also mi t use one name to represe t
1
Arthur John Hopkins, Alch ,Child of Greek Philos
¥ork:AMS Press, 196?) in h s f1coJ·~or th.·.f~or-·- -_.. _ ...~, t t h
. suge:es·· 6 ..•• ra t
gre sian of color cn n s is the key to the develoD nt of
and its experimentations.
(New
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a multitude of meanings.
Shakespeare adopts the general idea that blood may be seen as
a kind of tincture. The imagery of the fountain and the washing
in blood suggests that blood is a rejuvenating force. Perhaps the
emphasis on fire early in the play and the later "bath" of blood
indicates the fire and water opposition. Most important, at any
rate, is the use of an alchemical metaphor, not to change the
history of the play, but to extend its meaning and awaken multiple
associations. The heavy emphasis on blood in the play takes on
additional • ". ..(J"SlgnlLlCance when it is associated with familiar
alchemical ideas about the process of restoration. It also adds
a dimension to Brutus' character which is difficult to understand
without such reference.
Shakespeare uses this same idea in other places. In Kin
John, for instance, the s o l.d i.e r s , " eir a r mou r s , that marched
hen c e s 0 s i 1v e r - b r it, /H i the r ret u rn all t with Frenchmen's
blood," (II, ii, 311:)-16). The imagery is incidental here, but the
"golden" quality of blood is much more si ficant in Macbeth.
Critics have long puzzled over Duncan's "golden blood." Reference
to alchemical concepts help to clari tbat imagery.
MACBETH: BLOOD AS TINCTURE
W. A. Murray, who questions, f 1,'1as Duncan's Blood Golden?!!
find his an wer in the imagery assoc ated with ale emy. He co
eludes: "after the murder . • the audience would inst tl v take
the point that Dun IS blood has become an ale mical tine ure,
an enormou ly stron colourin~ a at ma e of perf cted
the of ng substances, a notion
to them" be his development this
conclusion with a search for an associative matrix
and rich en to inc.lude the terns in the
It must be one will brin~ In as many as
of the main of the It must be one demon-
s t al for an aUilience of f demonst
accessible and familiar to e pea r-s and rich enousrn
is tical and conceptual to su y him with
material for his poe The common consensus of
critics us the main elements which our matrix
should combine~ From n we may take the 'zymot~c
, the disease of the fallen world, and
the r:r of bloo:d.Fro!ll ,fj -1 o-n.s i g n.o r KcLbe w~e: m.a.:y' take
imagery of blood, sleep, and the concept of chaos: from
Caroline on the ry of sin as a disease, and
the 'I'he common knowledge we
I have of sug);r;est the rits, witches.
and ts, the rituals of witchcraft, and necromancy,
and Buckn remind us of the actual re f'e r-enc e e
to medicine.
He determines that there is one matrix wh~ch could include all
these elements, and that is the body of thou t ~ssociated with
Paracelsus. Murray goes On to point out numerous associations
between the s of the play and the alchemical-medical theories
of Paracelsus: the witches are described in terms easi identi-
fied with Paracelsus' theory of the spirit nature; the references
to Hell are similar to Pa r a c e Le us ' d e s c r i.p t Lon s ; the 11 11" of
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth (Adam and Eve) is conceived in terms of
the alchemical conception of male-female principles; sleep is
identified with Paracelsus' general balsam of nature; the concept
of chaos is r e rkly close to the Paracelsian conception; a the
"m e d i.c a L" s pe e c h e o Paracelsian purKation rather th n Galen c
urray, 6) 41.
2 I b i d . , p ,
correction of balance. l Murray also compares the imagery of this
play to several of Donne's poems written at approximately the same
time and employing similar Paracel an alchemical images. t";urray
prepares a strong case for a very pervasive alchemical influence
in this play.
To return, however, to Duncan's golden blood, it would be
helpful to examine how the idea of t~ncture is suggested and pre-
pared for even before Macbeth's vivid speech. Duncan is the good
king. He is the source of life and growth for his kingdom. He
says to Hacbeth, "I have begun to plant thee. and will labour/To
make thee full of growing" (I. iv, 28-29). When Duncan's blood is
"wasted," it is a "fruitless" crown and a "barren" sceptre that
Macbeth ns (III, i, 61-2). Macbeth recognizes the value of
Duncan's influence, and speaks of his favours in terms of a shiny,
golden quality:
He hath honour'd me of late, and I have bou t
Golden opinions from all sorts of people,
Which would be worn now in their newest oss (II, i, \) .
He also realizes that Duncan's murder will cause a universal dis-
turbance. The macrocosm in all its elements, earth, air,
water, will reflect the eruption in the state:
And pity, like a naked new-born babe,
striding the blast, or he vents cherubim hors'd
r e t an
Upon the si t Le s couriers of the air,
Shall blow the horrid deed in every eye
That te r shall drown the W~nrl (III, it r6-2S).
u r r ay , p p , 3?-'~2.
In this passage, Macbe
OJ..
assumes a mysterious, natural pow~r which
will expose him. It is beyond man; he is not here thinking of
being discovered by the reasoning or ac tions of men. It is not
"4""speClJ.lc a religious power, but rather it implies the unity of
matter and the inev~table reaction in the macrocosm to the
imbalances or disruptions of the microcosm.
That Duncan's blood has a strong tincturing power is evident
immediately after the murder. Lady Macbeth says that she will
II d the faces of the grooms" (II, ii, S5-6) with Duncan's blood,
suv:gesting its Ifgolden" qualities. Macbeth s ases that the
blood is so potent it c auld change even the oceans to its color;
it has enormous powers of pro j ec ting its in flue nc e on to 0 ther
substances:
Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood
Clean from my hand? No, this my hand will ra ther
The multitudinou seas incarnadine
Making the green one red (II, ii, 60-63).
One is reminded of the grand claim of an alchemis t using; the name
of and LuI He claimed his perfected ma t. t e r- to be so
infinite in purity that it could transmute or tincture unima n-
able quantities of ba e mBtter: "H are tin rem, s i mercur ius
___~f~~ ··_
e C'd If it 1were quicksilver!"-
The power of Duncan's blood is also emphasized repeated refer-
e n c e s to its quantity; it has the p o ...!ers of lication. L
Macbeth cries, "Ye t Who would thou t the old man to have so
lei ted in Read., he Ale mi.s t in. .!:2~fe 1
(London: 'I'h oraa s Nelson ~-'-'~-l"'--F'",'~, p .. 7. and A.rt
much blood in him" (V, i, 44-5). Macbeth, again envisioning the
sea of blood, says,
I am in blood
stepp'd in so far that, should I wade no more
Returning were as tedious as go o'er (III, iv, 136-38).
The most vivid expression of blood as t~ncture is, of course,
Macbethls speech on the discovery of Duncan's body. Even MacDuff's
statement, before Macbeth begins, suggests that Duncan's blood is
a transforming agent: "approach the chamber., and destroy your
s i t/Ttli th a new Gorgon" (II, iii, 76-77). Macbe th picks up tha t
association and envisions, just as he saw the dagger before his
eyes, the body of Duncan. "Here lies Duncan, II he says, no t the re 1
but before his very eyes, and the image shines and glows like per-
fee ted matter:
His silver skin lac'd with his golden blood
And his gash'd stabs looked like a breach in nature
For ruin1s wasteful entrance (II, iii, 117-20).
Macbeth realizes more than he would like to know. 'I'b.e breach of
nature, the ruin, the waste, it is the Fall of Man repeated a n
in his own and his ki om's story. From this point on, all is
disease and chaos and darknes .
restore the health of the kin am.
r-za t i o n must be endured to
The references to "cures" for the diseases in this play are
interesting, because, as !'1urray su g;ests, they stron e cl i e
the pr oc eE,s of purgation and purification. They are violen t
cures, .suggestin the Paracelsian idea of like cUrin like, rath I'
than the Galenic ide of balancin~ and curi withano ·t"POSl . C
substance. Violence will be applied against violence. The b100d
of the soldiers will be the "dew" which lt1ill cure the loss of
Duncan's blood:
Meet we the medicine or the sickly weal,
And with him pour we in our country's purge
Each drop of us.
Or so much as it npeds
To dew the sovereign flower and drown the weeds (V, ii" 27-30).
It is the Paracelsian over-plus, the idea that repeated applica-
tions of a like substance will cause the pat~ent to surfeit, to
"v omi. t l! up the sickness and throw off its in fluene e. Macbe t h
himself suggests a purgating process. He asks,
I f thou c oulds t , doc tor, cas t
The water of my land, find her disease
And purge it to a sound and pristine health,
I would applaud thee to the very echo
That should applaud again - Pull't off, I 6ay--
What rhubarb, (sennal or pu r ga t Lv e drug,
Would scour these English hence? (V, iii,
Again there is the idea of a cleansing of the b
56).
thr e :Limi na-
tion of u n h Lt hy ingredients. A violent, or at least uncornfort-
able, process is im ied. The process of pur
tion is a painful kind of cure.
tion and purifica-
In contra t to th s rather u method of rejuvenation ,
Shake pe a r e presents the ~.~ ish k i.nrr , whOse virtue (like Dune n ts
which is now 10 t) can ve his ki am health and life a if
were hi If the p r c Lo u elixir. His c u r e ss a e mtr c Lo u
mys te rious. He is the Lns trume n t of God.
How he solicits Heaven,
Himself best knows, but strongly-visited people,
All swollen and ulcerous, pitiful to the eye,
The mere despair of surgery, he cures~
Hanging a golden stamp about their necks
Put on with holy prayers (IV, iii, 149-54).
Interestin , this king, as Malcolm explains, passes his secrets
on to an heir before he dies, so that his powers are not lost to
the world. While no one else can understand these mysterious
powers, their influence continues through his successor. The
tradition of the adept and his successor is a very familiar one in
alchemy. The secrets of the elixir must be protected from the
unworthy, but, at the same time, they must not be lost to the
world. Thus, as Thomas Norton explains in his Ordinall of Alohe
Also no man could yet this Science reach,
But if God send a Master him to teach;
For it is so wo
--~---~
and so selcouth,
That it must nee des be to t from m o u th to mou th:
See that noe man shall leave this Arte behinde
But he a a b 1 e and a p pro v e d r,~ a n can fin de;
When Age shall ~reeve him to ride or
One he may teach, but then never no moe.
For this Science mu t ever secret be
The Cau e whe ofi thsa ycmYsee;
I r On o v i l] man h a d , . . f"ne r 0, a1 he w.i, 11
All Christian Peace he mi t hastilie spill,
And \<lith his Pride he might pull d owne
IRightfull Kings and Princes of renowne.
Norton certainly anticipated characters like Macbeth who could
destroy the "healing benediction" of a good king. The appearance
of the English king in the play has a Lway s seemed a little unusual
and not particularly related to the rest of the aYe It has been
taken as an inserted compliment to royalty. If one looks at it,
however, through the lens of alchemy, the scene provides a rather
direct and pertinent contrast to the catastrophe initiated by the
spilling of Duncan's golden blood.
KING LEAR: THE BALM OF NATURE
In King Le ar , as in Julius Caesar and f"lacbe t h , a grea t upheaval
occurs in both the microcosm and the macrocosm. Lear, like Macbeth,
assumes the natural unity and interaction of all matter. He calls
upon the elements to reflect the storm within his own body and soul:
Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks!
You cataracts and hurricanes, spout
Rage! Blow!
Till you have drench'1 our stee s, drown'd the cocks!
You sui 'rous and th t-executing flres,
Vaunt-courriers of oak-cleavin thunderbolts,
Sin my white head! And thou, all-shaking thunder,
Strike flat the thick rotundi a' t h ' world!
II n 'l'~_~~_~rum Chcmi um Bri ti:!:ln:i~_l1~'
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Crack nature's moulds, all germens spill at once
That makes ingrate mant (III, ii, 1-9).
The images are violent, excessive, explosive. Lear I s world, like
a giant limbeck in which the ingredients have become unbalanced
and destructive, is about to explode, cracking the vessel and
spilling out the corrupted materials.
John Donne's "First Anniversary,"
It is a world like that of
crumbled out again to his atomies.
Tis all in pieces, all coherence gone:
All just supply and all relation. l
Both worlds, similarly, have reached their present condition
because of a loss. A vital "tincturing" ingredient is missing
from each.
the lI s h e " ,
In Donne's "First Anniversaryll the missing elixir is
in whom virtue was so much refin'd.
That for alloy unto so pure a mind
She took the weaker sex; she that could drive
The poisonous tincture, and the stain of Eve,
Out of her thou ts, and deeds, and purify
All, by a true reli ous alchemy (177-82).
In Lear's world, it is Cordelia, "the balm of your ai2:e" (I, i, 218),
as France calls her, that has been lost to Lear. His disintegra-
t i.o n , and that of the world around him, be n s when he l1 e a s t s off rl
the One part of himself which is most pure and life preserving,. his
daughter Cordelia.
1 The Selected Poet of Donne, e d , Mar-ius Bewley. (Nev,' York:
New Arn-;;~;:Ic·,;;,~·n-L:fbr;;" ry I 1 I p , 211. Sub s e q u e n t r e f ere n c e s to
Dannels pOE try are to this edition.
There are striking parallels between Donne's poem and
Shakespeare's play, both in mood and imagery. Kin!?; Lear pre tes
the anniversary poems by about five years, but there are such
noticeable similarities in the works that they might be profitab1Y
compared. Both picture a world in the process of disintegration.
Astrological dis turbanc e s join wi th man's own BC tions in e vide n c'i, ng
this decay. Kent says, "love cools, friendship falls off, bra t ne r e
divide, in cities mutunies, in countries, discord, in palaces,
treason and the bond crack'd twixt so n and fa ther" (I, ii, 116-18).
Donne writes, in a similar vein,
Prince, subject, father, son, are things forgot,
For every man alone thinks he hath got
To be a Phoenix (215-17).
Edmund exemplifies exactly the kind of individualistic loso
which Donne is speaking of. With all "just proportion" gone, man
is utterly and co etely exposed to the dangers both "a thin and
without. He is vulnerable to all the evils of a fallen world.
Donne states, "when thou know'st this/Thou know's how poor a
tri fling thing man is" (183-8L} ) . Lear discovers exact the same
t h i.n g in a process of "eastin'S 0 f f " and exposing himself to
naked n e s s :
Unaccomodated man is no more but
Such a poor', b ret f o r k e d animal as t h o u art. Off,
Off, you Le n d i n c0 me, u n '0u t ton her e (I I I, .i v , 111 - 1 L~) •
In both c a s e s , there if'; the Sllf2; j...,.'5,,1-0n that man must have
thing beyond his bar at ne d in order to be fully huma
5, "Allow not na tu ro ore thE, n t u r ne os,/ Man's life :is
cheap as beast's" (II, Lv., 269-70). Donne wri te s , "Be more than
man, or thou'rt less than an ant" (190). In both works, also the
essential ingredient which redeems man from his beastly frailty
is missing. In the "First Anniversary" that ingredien t , alchemical
in nature, is exemplified by the !lshe" who is the subject of the
1poem:
She, she is dead; she's dead: when thou knowest this,
Thou know's how lame a cripple this world is (237-38).
In Lear, the same kind of sentiment is expressed in Lear's unspeak-
able horror at Cordelia's death:
Thou' 1 t come no more,
Never, never~ never, never, never! (V, iii, 307-8).
For Lear, personally, restoration is not possible once Cordelia is
irretrievably lost. She stands in relation to him as the "she" of
the "Firs t Anniversary" stands in rela t i o n to the wo r Ld i
Sick world, yea, dead, yea, putrefied, since she
Thy intrinsic balm, and thy preservative
Can never be renew'd, thou never live (56-58).
Lear, without the protection of the life-preserving, regenerating
influence e xe
live.
ified in Cordelia, "the balm of your age", cannot
One must now turn, once again, to Paracelsus for an e an&-
tion of this peculiar notion of "balm" a n d an indication of h ow it
he osten ible subject of Donne's anniversary poe is
Mistre s F:li7,abeth Drury. Ho weve r , Donne ha nd Le s hi subjec t '4ith
such broad apnlication that critics have postulated other identitie .
Some think that fIsh "mi t indicate e n ELi a b e t h , while other
identi "she" with a pu ified reli on. In a n y c a , the sUbj ct
beea s more than a spec fi o person in the po "she" .i n c c r' P ates
all the tincturin 1 life-pre ervin forces.
represents preserving, healing, forces. Paracelsus assumed a.
kind of natural balm or balsam which preserved life; ~t was, in
fact, the essence of life: "The life, then, of all men is nOrte
other than a certain astral balsam, a balsamic impression, a
celestial fire, an included air, and a spirit of salt which tin
All man had this protective natural medicine, but it could be
destroyed, thereby exposinR" man to the "poisons" of the world.
The poisons were literally everywhere: "understand, moreover,
after the following manner, how, in every single thing which man
2
takes for his use there is a poison hidden under wha t is good."
With the life-preserving balsam, the poison was, in effect,
separa ted from the goad, and man's health was stable. Wi thou tit,
however, he was subject, both spiritually and mentally (as Para-
ce Lsu.s always assume s both s i tual and men tal dise ase) to all the
sicknesses of the world. In other words, man's whole being was
constantly involved in a kind of alchemical process. The balm of
nature was the essential edient which allowed man to surv~ve;
it was the 5e para ti ng, puri n~, restorative agent. It is linked
in this sense to the idea of tincture, the operation of virtue, the
e Ltxi.r of life. Donne uses his female subject to represent thi.s
idea in his poem, al t h o u the loss is rea a ~ene ral , ersal
one, not limited to one figure. Donne's whole world lacks at
Paracelsus called a. vi (a force) and a
r e ne w and regenerate life.
tentia (power) which can
lparacelsus, Herro tic and
t ran s , Art h u r Via r- d Wa i t e , --Ii
B , 1967), p. 1
2l-?i~_. I p. 21+J~.
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The world of King Lear is also permeated with a sense Of loss
and despair and vuLne rabili ty. The passibili ty of re s tara an i.s
represented in Cordelia, but she, too, is finally lost. She i.s
described as a potential "c ur-e " for her father's sickness:
a my dear father! Restoration hang
Thy medicine on my lips and let this kiss
Repair the violent harm that my two sisters
Have in thy reverence made (IV, vii, 26-29).
She is the daughter "who redeems Nature from the general curse!!
t rv I vi, 210). She is a "soul in bliss" rrv , vii, ). Her
tears, I! As pe arls from diamonds d r op p ' d " (IV I iii, 24). They are
holy--life preserving: "There she shook/The holy wa t.e r from he r
heavenly eyes," (IV, iii, 31-32). It is Cordelia alone that can
provide the life preserving fluid which will douse the wheel of
fire that Lear is bound to. She pleads that the strength of that
balm be in her tears:
All blest secrets,
All you unpublish'd rtues of the earth,
Spring with my tears! be ant and remediate
In this good man's distress! (. IV i v, , -18) •
The "blest secrets" and "unpublish'd virtues" which Cordelia calls
Upon seem to remain hidden in this play. It is the darkest of
s pe a r e t s t r a ge d i e s , Only in escapinx this world does Lear
see the po sibility of transformation, and once a in. , that
possibi.li depend On Cordelia. Donne wr o t e , "And tha t thOU st
but one way, not to admit/The wor-ld's infection, to be none of
it" ( ~1+6). Lear also desires this kind of escape; he wo ' .1 1 d 10
"1-1
himself in Cordelia. Donne made a rather extravagant statement
about his subject in the "Second Anniversary", one which again
demonstrates parallels with Lear:
She, whose fair body no such prison was,
But that a soul might well be pleas'd to pass
An age in her (221-23).
certainly there are sexual connotations, but also the sug~estion
of immortality through the life preserving influence of this elixir.
The same kind of suggestiveness is present in Lear's lines when he
and Cordelia are led away to prison:
Come, let's away to prison.
We two alone will sing like birds in the cage
And take upon's the mystery of things
As if we were God's spies, and we'll wear out,
In a walled prison, packs and sects of great ones
That ebb and flow by the moon (V, iii, 8-9, 16-19).
Cordelia, because she is life preserving, can take Lear beyond
time, beyond the poisons of his world. Without her, however,
everything, as Lear says, llsmells of mortality" (IV, Lv , 1 ).
In the three plays thus far discussed, Shakespeare uses the
associations of alchemy with the priestly function or the l!cura~
rysician. He uses alchemy as a meta~_.~-'---tive" function of the
to express certain kinds of characteristics and processes. In aac
of the plays, there is a central figure who is like an alche ist or
1 the perfected m teriel (in esoteric alchemy, the op rator
and the ma t e r i 1 are e t i 11 tt )
_ LS enla.y~e same. This ch ra c t e r i
capable of tincturing or curing. An analogy is drawn between the
operation of virtue and the operation of the elixir. This idea
seems strange to modern readers, because our world is no longer
unified; there is no apparent connection between the v~rtues of
man and the perfection of matter. In the renaissance world, how-
The whole process of alchemy was
ever, II the seemingly mys terious ac quisi tion of vir tue in a human
being, and the mysterious perfection brought about in the sick
body or base metal, were believed to be similar phenomena from a
h · 1 . t ~. ,,1philosoplca pOln at Vlew.
also commonly used as a metaphor. Any agent mi t be an alchemis t
in a certain sense. Paracelsus wrote, "This method of perfection
is called Alchemy. For the alchemist is a baker, in that he bakes
bread, a wine merchant, seeing that he prepares wine; a weaver,
because he produces cloths. So, whatever is poured forth from the
bosom of Nature, he who adapts it to that purpose for which it is
destined is an alchemist.,,2 Or, in another sense, a specific agent
was not even necessary. The process of alchemy, by analogy, worked
on all different levels: in the universe, in the state, in man,
in the organs of man. T. P. Sherlock summarizes Paracelsus' views
about this extended nature of alchemy:
The same influence makes him view Nature, in her opera-
tions t h a t b r about life, death, • 11 ~s i c s.ne s s , and health,
as a kind of "world-alchemist", man in his f'u n c tion of
preparer of re edies becomes the alchemist of nature,
1Joseph A. Mazzeo, "Notes on John Donne's Alche ical Lrnag e r y !",
I ,LtS (1957) ,po 116.
ermeti and Alchemical Writin , p. 1 Lt8 .
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while within man dwells a further "archeus" or
alchemist who works in the stomach, which is" as
1it were, his laboratory.
Shakespeare, taking this extended Paracelsian view o f a Lc hemy, Can
utilize its imagery to suggest all the wonders of change and con-
flict and process and rejuvenation.
ALCHEMICAL IMAGERY: SELECTED CES
Shakespeare employs alchemical imagery in many of his plays ,
sometimes almost incidentally, and sometimes more s~ ficantly.
In any case, the association of a certain character with alchemical
imagery helps to establish the identity of that character in
reference either to his "baseness" or his "perfection. n A few
examples are here presented. In Henry "'i, King Henry suggests tha t
Lord Scroop mi t have been a kind of alchemist:
Thou knew'st the very bottom of my soul
That almost could have coined me into gold,
Wouldst thou have practis'd on me for thy use (II, ii, 97- ).
His falseness and his trickery, however, have tainted all around
him:
And thUG thy fall hath left a kind of blot
To mark the full-f t man and best indued
With some suspicion (II, ii, 139-140).
His fall is like Adam's fall, "For this revolt of thine, methinks,
is like,/Another fall of ma n " (II, ii, 141-2). It c nges Scroop;· s
ICi ted in E;.
Penguin Books, 1
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influence from the potential tincture of perfected matter to the
corrupting taint of baseness. In contrast, Henry, as t he good
king, retains a power to transform. He can "infect" others with
his virtue s:
A largess universal like the sun
His liberal eye doth give to everyone,
Thawing cold fear, that mean and gentle all
Behold, as may unworthiness define
A little touch of Harry in the night (IV, Prologue, 1 43- 47 ) .
And he can, like the a I c h emi s t , separa te the good from the po isons
of the world, and use that purified matter for the health of his
kingdom:
There is some soul of goodness in things evil
Would men observingly distil it out;
• • • • • * ..
Thus may we gather honey from the weed
And make a moral a f the devil h i.m s e Lf! (IV, it 4- '), 11-12).
Pe rcy, in He IV, .?, is pic ture d similarly as a tine tu ring
influence on his men. His "me t aL" transforms the ity of their
substance; without it they are lead:
In few, his death, whose spirit lent a fire
Even to the dullest peasant in the camp,
Being bruited once, took fire and heart away
From the best-temp red courage in his troops.
For from his metal was his party steel'd;
Which once in him abated, all the rest
Turn'd on them elve , like dull and heavy lead l' lV-1M)'" ........ ,........... ' -'-- '--' ..
In addition to specific characters who seem to have the power
of tinc ture, Shake s pear-e also USes the me taphor of alcherrfY to
express na tural processes. The sun, for ins t an c e , is the al chernis t
in this passage from King John:
To solemnize this day the glorious sun
stays in his course and plays the alchemist,
Turning with splendor of his precious eye
The meagre cloddy earth to glittering gold (III, i, 77-80).
A similar identification of the sun with the processes of alchemy
is found in "Sonnet 33":
Full many a glorious morning have I seen
Flatter the mountain tops with sovereign eye,
Kissing with golden face the meadows green,
Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchemy.
There is the suggestion in this sonnet that the sun mi t be
compared to the favor of a person the poet loves, c Le of trans-
forming his world or of tainting it with 58. passa p:;e
from K John also associates alchemy wi th the processes 0 f love 1
for the occasion on which the sun "plays the alchemis t " is the
wedding of Blanch and Lewis. A similar kind of comparison be tween
love and alch is found in "Sonnet 114", where Shakes are hints
that one must take care that love's t r an a f o r mi n g DOHer is not
false alchemy:
Or whether doth my mind, being crown'd with you,
Drink up the monarch's plap;ue, this flatte
Or whether shall I say mine eye saith true
And that your love tau t it this alehe
To make of monsters and thingsindigest
Such cherubims as your sweet self resemble
Creating every bad a perfect best.
The golden crown of a kin~ is similarly discussed by Prince
Henry in Henry IV, ~, as a poor substitute for the true product of
alchemy, the elixir of life. As he contemplates his father's
crown, the Prince thinks,
The care on thee depending
Hath fed upon the body of my father;
Therefore, thou best of gold art worst of gold.
Other, less fine in carat, is more precious,
Preservin~ life in medicine portable (IV, v, 159-63).
Henry refers specifically to aurum portable or ?ortable gold, a
product of the Paracelsian physician-alchemists. This medicine,
one recalls, was the subject of a great deal of controversy; its
prescription was the basis for fines anrl risonment of
Paracelsian physicians. There are numerous other inrlications that
Shakespeare is very familiar with the medical theories of Paracelsus.
The use of the Paracelsian overplus has been noted in Macbeth, and
S kespeare's characters often advance the idea that "like cures
'." Pando h , for instance, in Kin J hn says,
better act of purposes mistook
Is to mistake again; thou indirect,
Yet indir ction there grows dire c t,
And falsehoo~ falsehood cures, as fire cures fire
Within the scorched veins of one new-burned (III, i,
The Galenic physicians emphasized balance; thus, in order to cure~
they would administer an opposite influence. The Paracelsians did
not reject the idea of balance, but they relied strongly on the
process of gation. Thus, in order to eliminate one Hpoison"
they mi t very well prescribe another "poison" until the patient
surfeited. Northumberland, (Henry IV, ~) is speaking in this vein
when he says,
In poison there is physic; and these news,
Having been well, that would have made me sick
Being sick, have in some measure made me well
And as the wretch whose fever-weak'ned joints,
Like streng ess hinges, buckle under life,
Impatient of his fit, breaks like a fire
Out of his keeper's arms, even so my limbs
Weak'ned with ef, being new enrag'd with grief,
Are thrice themselves (I, i, 137-45).
In this passa~e, and in others which emphasize the idea of
surfeit, Shakespeare assumes a kind of natural process which leads
to restoration. While surfeit is evidence of sickness, of
imbalance, it also is potentially curative. One sees the basically
bene f i.ce nt forces of the universe--forces which are almost chem~-
cal in nature--which, althou they involve much pain and stru e ,
lead in the end to renewed health. In many of Shakespeare's ays
this sen e of a natural, almost inevitable, process which leads to
restoration is pre ent. Even in Lear and T~~~~, wh i.c h sugE';est a
shattered universal frame, there is final re toration and rejuvena-
tion. 'I'hi s attitude is not specific 11y religious; r-a t h c r it 5ug-
gests a world view, like that of the alchemists, wh h embraces
the process of change and assumes a basic optimism, even while
recognizing man's vulne rabili tv to disease and corruption.
The vulnerabili of alchemical ideas to man's perversion is
most evident in Timon. One would expect, in a play so much con-
cerned with gold, that the imagery of alchemy mi t he present.
It is used, in this instance, with a much more satirical tone.
Timon 1 like the rna terial alchernis t 1 can change all in to gold; flI f
I want gold, steal hut a beggar's dog/and give it Timon; why the
dog coins gold" (II, L, 5-6). Timon does not, however, transform
the character of the men around him, "Hy Lord, they/Have all been
touchi d an d f 0 u n d baserne tal" (I I I, iii, S- 6), nor doe she he a 1
the disease of his world. The disease is, in fact, greed, and men
hover around Timon, not because of his virtue, but because they
can use him for their own profit:
He pours it out: Plutus, the god of d
Is but his steward. No need but he repays
Sevenfold above itself: no ft to him
But breeds the ver a return exceeding
All use of quittance (IV, i, 287-91).
Gold, in thi case, becomes the corrupting rather than the pu
ine; substance. It is the "world's most operant poison!" (IV,iii~2,).
Timon now ves away the buried p:old to liDo right nature" (IV,iii, ) ,
in other words, to f u r t h e r c o r ru p t a nd infect men. He bitterly and
c y ni c a Ljy says to the poet, "You are an a Lc h e ist; mak gold of
that! (V, 1, 117). Timon ex resses a common view of alche
COve for scoundrels and charlatans.
as a
From this point of view, alchBmy appeals only to man's baser
instincts: "What a god's gold/That he worshipped in a baser
temple/Than where swine feed?ll (IV, i, 51). Timon sneers at the
idea of transformation and rejuvenation:
Thus much of this will make black white, four fair,
Wrong right, base noble, old young, coward valiant (IV,iii,28-9).
Curiously enough, however, the play ends in a restoration which is
stated in similar terms:
Make war breed peace, make peace stint war, make each
Presume to other as each other's leech (V, iv, 83-4).
In all of the above examples, there are implied comparisons;
the imagery of alchemy is used metaphorical to su~gest certain
kinds of characteristics and processes. There are a few characters
in Shakespeare's plays, however, who might actual be alchemists.
Primarily, they are seen as healers with mysterious powers and
knowledge of nature's secrets. Carimon, in Pericles, is one such
character. He states his identity directly:
Tis known, I ever
Have studied physic, through which secret art,
By turning o'er authorities, I have,
To~ether with my practice, made familiar
To me and to my aid the blest infusions
That dwells in vegetives, in metals, stones;
And I can speak of the disturbances
That Nature works, and of her cures (III, ii, 31-36).
There are several indications that Ceriman is, in the tradition
of Parae laus, a sician~alch st. First of all, he speaks of
ou
his pro f'e ssLon as a "secre t art" indicating the mys t.er Lous, powe rs
of the alchemists. Secondly, he depends on both authority and
J?racticej one's own experience and experiments were constantly
emphasized by the Paracelsists in opposi tion to the "theories" of
nics. The Galenic physicians were said to be so attached to
their me taphysical sys tern that "I f a pa tien t ignoran tly died unde r
the treatment, the doctor felt perhaps that a stupidly obst~nate
1
attitude toward authority had met with its just r ewar-d c '!" I'v101iere
satirized this a t t i t ud.e in Love the Best Physician when his doctor
Macroton says, "Not that your daughter may dye for all this; but
yet you will have done something, and you'll have the consolation
that she d i.e d according to form" (II, 5).2 Ce r Lmon also points to
remedies extracted from vegetives, metals, and stones. The
Galenic physicians used herbal medicines, but, for the most part,
did not approve of mineral preparations. The Paracelsists used
all three types. Finally, Cerimon acknowledges his debt to Nature.
He is Na ture' s a s s i.s tan t , d Ls c ove r i ng the "bles t in fusions" h· ,WellCn
are her cures. n, the alchemlits constantly .i.ze d the ir
in tima te rela tionship wi th Na t u r e , As Paracelsus s t a ted, "The
art of prescribing medicine lies in nature, which compounds them
3herself.
IHerbert Silvette,
dical Me in Seventeenth
of Tennessee Pre 5,
2
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Cerimon is also described by others as a very good man,
generous, compassionate, almost holy:
Your honour has through Ephesus pour'd forth
Your charity, and hundreds call themselves
Your creatures, who by you have been restor'd
And not your knowledge, your personal pain but even
Your purse, still open, hath built Lord Gerimon
Such strong; renown as time shall never (raz~ (III, ii, 4lj.-49).
One recalls the idea, presented in numerous alchemical texts, that
the true adept must first rid himself of all worldly vices before
he can achieve mastery of the Great Work. Gerimon's cure of
Thaisa is miraculous, and in part, it is the sanctity of his own
character which makes it possible.
The method which Cerimon uses to restore Thaisa to life is
not really explained. There are, however, some interesting sug-
gestions about its nature. Gerimon says,
I heard of an Egyptian
That nine hours lien dead
Who was by good ap iance recovered (III, ii, 84-6).
The comment about Egypt ies both a connection with the ancient
ori ns of alchemy and a particular substance which Paracelsus
called "mumLa!", He advocated its use as a kind of elixir and
associated it with the ancient ptian form of preservin~ the
body in mummies. He ex a i ns , llj\lumia is that wh i c h cures all
wounds, that is, sweet mercury. Mumia is the liouor diffused
thr the whole bo ,the limbs etc., with the stren th that is
. d "Irequlre •
uc
Further evidence that this might be what Shakespeare
is s u s is that Cerimon calls for fire. cloths, and a vial
containing some kind of mysterious liquid. Two other aspects of
the scene are unusual and might also be connected with alchemy.
When the men open the casket, they notice a very sweet, fragrant
odor. It is not what one would exoect from a casket! Read points
out the relationship of smell to the alchemical process: "The
production of the Great Work, or Philosopher's stone was often
supposed to be heralded by the advent of a powerful odor.,,2 He
quotes from Cremer's nt; "When this happy event t-"-...:-.~-- s place,
the whole house will be filled with a most wonderful, sweet
fragrance.,,3 Read also discusses the alchemical belief in the
beneficent influence of music;" it is likely that the processes of
the Great Work were sometimes performed to the accompaniment of
• '. 114musical chants or lncantatl0ns. Besides the fire, the cloths,
and the vial, Cerimon also emphasizes the music that accompanies
Thasia's miraculous restoration.
Another character who might know something of the alchemist's
art is Friar Laurence in nd Juliet. He acc Be a rather
lparacelsus, tic and Alchemical Writin ,9, 169. Further
e anation of theco~cept 0 mumia" an its relationship to other
terms, such as "Iliaster", "Arcanurl", and "Proto a s t u s!' , which
Paracelsus also uses to express the idea of a universal healing,
preserving agent is provided by Henry M. Pachter, c
rntE cience (New York: Henry Schuman, 19S1), pp.
2Head, Prelude to Chemis
1937), p ,
, (New York: Macmillan Compa Iy,
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unusual position in the play. He is not a physician, yet he
regularly gathers materials to prepare medicinal remedies. Surely
one cannot accuse the holy man of associations with black magic,
yet he gives to Juliet a preparation which so effectively simulates
death that all are convinced of her demise. He is a Friar, and
one has to wonder what other mysteries he dabbles in. Men of holy
orders were very often associated with alchemy. One recalls Friar
Bacon and Friar Bungay. Frater Basil Valentinus of the Benedictine
Order produced The Triumphal Chariot of Antimony and numerous
other works. It was from the bishop's tomb at Glatonsbury Abbey
that Edward Kelly Bupposedly obtained the manuscript and the red
powder which initiated his well-known adventures with Dr. Dee. l
There would have been. then, some ready associations for Shake~
speare's audience to suggest the nature of the activities the
Friar engages in. He himself reveals the kind of thou t which
permeates his practice:
The earth. that's nature's mother. is her tomb;
What is her burying grave, that is her womb;
And from her womb children of divers kind
We sucking on her natural bosom finct.
Many for many virtues excellent.
None but for Borne, and yet all different.
O. mickle is the powerful grace that lies
IFor a full e nation of Kelly's a sition of the rej
powder and his subsequent adventures at the court of Rudal II
alonp: wi th John Dee see The Alchemical (flri tin of ~dward Kel
, , cc ~ c - -
trans. Arthur rd Wait g~; rpt. London: Vincent Stuart and
John M. Watkin, 1 ).
In plants, herbs, stones, and their true qualities,
For nought so vile that on the earth doth live
But to the earth some special good doth give,
Nor aught so good but, strain'd from that fair use,
Revolts from true birth, stumbling on abuse
Virtue itself turns vice, being misapplied,
And vice sometimes by action dignified.
Within the infant rind of this weak flower
Poison hath residence and medicine power (II, iii, 9-22).
Friar Laurence, much more in the tradition of alchemical thought
than hristian theology, talks of nature's womb. The alchemists
supposed that their process, using a closed vessel and heat and
water, simulated the action of the earth's womb. They also
believed, as Friar Laurence, that Nature tended toward perfectLon--
n one so vile b u t l! some spe c ial good do th give. 11 The prima rna te ria
was essentially good. However, interference could cause "Revolts
from true birth." It was the alchemist's function, therefore, to
the good from the evil, the poison from the medicine:
"within the infant rind of this weak flower/Poison hath residence
and medicine powe r v " 'I'h e alchemists, like Friar Laurence, had an
intimate relationship with nature and could not "create" remedies,
but only "discover" the hidden virtues which were alrea there:
"\'Ie sucking on her natured bosom find." Like the Itblest infusions"
which Cerimon depends on, Friar Laurence also would see, lithe
pOwerful grace that lies/In nts, herbs, stones, and their true
qualities." He also does not leave out st~~~_~, alchemical prepara-
tiona, from his list of potential rem dies. In addi t i o n , the
Fr~ar emphas~zes the very foundation of Paracelsian medicine, the
macrocosm-microcosm analogy. Just as all matter contains both
poison and medicine, so too does man exemplify this same division
into contraries, the potential taint or tincture:
Two such opposed kings encamp them still
In man as well as herbs, grac~ and rude will;
And where the worseI' is predominant,
Full soon the can~er death eats up the
plant (IV, iii, 27-30).
If Friar Laurence is not specificallv an alchemist, he is certainly
influenced by their t hou zh t . His imagery is chemical:: "like fire
and powder,/Which as they kiss consume" (II, v, 10-11). He as
Juliet a "distilled liquor" rrv , i, 94 ) .
Another example of a Shakespearean character who shares cer-
tain affinities with the alchemists is Helena, who provides a
. 1mi r ac utou s cure for the King in All's Well Th~ Ends Well. Nore
accurately, Helena's father is spoken of in terms that can be
associated with alchemy. He had a skill which, "had it stretch'd
so far, would have made nature immortal, and death should have
play for lack of work" (I, .i , 22-2I-t). He passed on to his
dau ter,
some prescriptions
Of rare and prov'd effects, such as his reading
And manifest experience had collected
For general sovereignty and that he will'd me
In heedfull'st reservation to bestow them,
cure who e faculties inclusiv were
More than they were in note (I, . ,. ?1.1.1., L
\JU
These prescriptions have some remarkable qualities. They are,
first of all, of rlgeneral sovereignty"--of universal efficacy, not
limited to one particular disease or person. They must be used
"In heedfull'st reservation," not generally and openly distributed.
Helena, must, in a sense, keep these cures a secret, for they are
"More than they were in note. 1f They are not publicly understood
and recognized. Helena's father has passed on his secrets to
Helena just as the alchemists were obligated to find a successor
for their kn cwLe d ge , wi thou t wri ting it down or making it publicly
available. The affects of these !!rare" medicines have been
"prov'd" by reading and "manifest experience", again emphasizing
the alchemical reliance on personal experimentation along with
theory.
Helena acknowledges that there is some power in this medicine
beyond the ordinary skill of man; she suggests the priestly func-
tion of the alchemist:
There's something inft
More than my father's skill, which was the greatest
Of his profession, that his good rece t
Shall for my legacy be sanctified (I, iii,248-50).
In alch ical texts, there is constant repetition of the
idea that the alchemist is God's instrument. His art is the art
of assisting Nature, God's process of perfection and restoration.
Without God, the alchemist is powerles. Helena evidences a
similar kind of thinkin in the following passage:
But most it is presumption in us when
The help of He ven we count the act of man.
Dear sir~ to my endeavours give consent;
Of Heaven not me, make an experiment.
I am not an imposter that proclaim
Myself against the level of mine aim:
But know I think and think I know most sure
My art is not past power nor you past cu~e (II, i, 154-61).
Helena speaks of her work as an "art" and she assures the
that she is not an !'imposter", suggesting the frequent abuse of
alchemy by charlatans. She tells the king that it is not her own
power, but Heaven's power, which will cure him thro her.
The king is hesitant to accept her help, since he has been
told by "our most learned doctors'! and the "congregated college"
that he is beyond cure. He almost certainly refers to the Galenic
physicians, since the universities at this time would allow no
study of medicine except that based on Galen's theories. The
"c ongr e ga t e d colleges" in fact, such as the College of Physicians
in London and the Medical Faculty of Paris, were very busy at the
time this play was written censorin~, fining, and even i~prisoning
those who dared to use the methods or remedies of Paracelsus. The
Countess demonstra es the same k±nd of thinking when she tells
Helena that her ski Is will not be credited, "when the schools,1
Embowell'd of their doctrine, have left off/The r to
itself" (I, iii, 2 L}6 - ). One can almost ima ne that the king
is r e pe a t Ln the words of his Gal~nic cians who have warned
him again t alchemical impo ters who mi t promise a miraculous
cure. He reiterates their opinion:
That labourin art can never ransom Nature
He has been duly warned against "empiricsl! and his first
reaction is to turn Helena away. Only when Helena has promised a
definite time limit for her cure (the charlatan alchemists were
famous for delaying the final results and milking their victims
for all they were worth in the meantime) and the forfeiture of her
life should she fail, does the kin£<; a9;ree to accept her "physic."
The cure is speedy and complete, though it is never explained.
Helena simply says, "Heaven hath through me restored the King to
health" (II, iii, 70).
Helena joins the ranks of those remarkable physicians, ma
cians, priests in Shakespeare's plays who might be more concisely
referred to as alchemists.
ALCHEMY AND MAGIC
Cerimon, Friar Laurence, and Helena, each of whom uses
methods which can be linked to Paracelsian medicine and alchemical
philoso , share also in su!~estin£<; the possibilities of a bene-
ficent magic op rating in the universe. That alchemy should be
thus linked and combined with id as of white rna c wa alma t
ineVitable. First of all, the alchemists claimed to be s ritual
de c e nd n t of Hc"'rmes Tri,,'ilC"' .... tus, and ma~ic a a intellec u 1
.system received its strongest support from Ficino' s translations
of the hermetic writings and Pico's commentary based on those
translations. John Spenser Mebane points out the frequent use of
alchemical imagery and reference in the works of both Ficino and
Pica. 1He calls Pico's magic "a kind of cabalized a Lc hemyv " In
studying the philosophy of Marsilio Ficina, Mebane notes that,
"alchemical language occurs fairly often in Ficino, and he uses it
both literally. and metaphorically. It is ideally suited to
describe the process of ascent toward Godhead which involves both
2internal action (i.e. reflections) and external action (art)."
Again, one realizes the impossibility of drawing clear lines
between various intellectual systems and the inevitability of a
blending of influences in literary works. The alchemists referred
to themselves as hprmetic philosophers; much historical comment
makes no distinction at all between alchemy and hermeticism. The
two systems cross and blend to such an extent that they are scarcely
distinguishable, except perhaps in the fact that ale provides
a specific process for acting out the philosophical concepts.
The alchemists and the white magicians also share a common
bond in that both envision their function as a restorative one.
Pico stressed the tance of rna c as a force which could call
forth ninto the light as if from their h i.d i n g ces the powers
S
and
1John So n e r Heban , "Art and fAa G in Harlowe, Jonson, and
p re : The Oc c ul t 'I'r a d i ion in Dr. [~~~J:~.~ I The Ale h_t:_:i~~.
The Temnest, D.A.I.3S (l '), 7 7 A, r- c:; •
p. 22.
scattered and sown in the world by the loving kindness of Gon.tll
This was precisely how the esoteric alchemist thought of his own
work, as a process of tldiscovering1! the hidden virtues of all
substances. The white magicians and the alchemists were alike in
that they mutually represented a most optimistic view of man's
potential power to transform himself and his world.
It is this optimistic viewpoint which leads Francis Yates to
identify Shakespeare's Prospero with the alchemist and astrologer,
John Dee. She calls Prospero the "ma gus as scien tist" and links
his ma c with the medical magic of Cerimon in Pericles and the
"deep Hermetic magic" in The \<!inter's Tale. 2 Yates emphasizes the
reforming, restorative nature of Prospera's magic and associates
it with "magic as an intellectual system of the universe, fore-
shadowing science, rna c as a moral and reforming movement, c
as the instrument for uniting opposite reli ous opinions in a
general movement of Hermetic reform. 1I 3 One t almost ima
that she is describing c as alchemy. A further indication that
c is clos related to alchemy in Yates' discussion is a com-
parison of Ale hemis t.
Yates sees Shakespeare's Te st as a direct contrast to
-~,--
Jonson's The 4mist. Both plays were published at about the
~...~_..~_.~._~ ~-
Ip. . '1 0 ~ . t'leo della Mirannoa, ra~10n onne
Charles Glenn Wallis (1940; rpt. New
p.
ignit of Man trans.
- -~-'-~
Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1 5) ,
7-10").
2Francis Y tes, are's Last
(London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 197 s ,
3Ib~ri.. t p , 87.
4I~~~2., pp.
roach
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same time, but while one supports the possibility of transforming
power, the other satirically d i.smf•.,bes the whole complex of ideas,
in~luding alchemY,which suggests that man may significantly change
himself or his world for the better.
In The Tempest, Prospera, like the true alchemist, transforms
and restores his world, while in The Alchem~st, Subtle, as the
charlatan alchemist, uses his powers only to manipulate those
around him. Yates believes that both plays are focused on John
Dee. Dee, in Elizabeth's reign, had considerable influence and
promoted visions of a new world (somewhat in the style of Bacon's
alchemical dreams for England in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay).
Dee, however, had fallen into disfavor after his exploits with
Kel at the alchemists' court of Rudolph II. James did not
approve of the effervescent Dee. Thus, Yates looks at The Tempest
and The chemis~ as contrasting views of Dee and the ideas with
which he was associated. She concludes that a comparison of the
two plays "establishes what before could only be conjectured, that
Shakespeare in consciously defend Dee and . Ihis reputatlon."
David Woodman also sugp,~sts that Dee roi t be the subject on
. 2
which Prospera lS modeled. He points out that Prospera, in the
tradition of the alchemists, burns his books. Prospero carries a
staff, perhaps the staff with the entwined serpents of Hermes, a
iar 01 in alchemical iconography. He is also very con-
1Yates, p. 119. Yates suggests that all
her toward Shake pe reo She promises a stu
the Herm tic Tradition", p . 3.
her studies have led
on "Shakespe re and
vi.d 'doadman,
(Ru t h r ford: F'a i, rlei
ce Drame:l
"3 , p , )5.
cerned with tltimingtl based on astrological influences, an important
consideration in the alchemical process:
I find my zenith doth depend upon
A most auspicious star, whose influence
If now I count not but omit, my fortunes
Will ever after droop (I, ii, 181-84).
John Hebane concurs with Yates that The Tempest demonstrates
a particular kind of attitude toward the possibilities of trans-
formation. He suggests that "Shakespeare may well have been play-
ing upon the alchemical meanin~ of the world 'tempest'; it is a
boiling process which removes impuritieg from base metal and
1
facilitates its transmutation into gold."- Certainly the characters
in the play are subjected to a process of purgation and purifica-
tion, brought about by the force of Prospero's magic. Those who
res positive to this force are renewed and transformed.
Some of the characters, of course, such as Caliban, Stephana, and
Trinculo, can only be "gilded", not transmuted to gold: l!1i\ihe re
should they/Find this liquor t ha t ha th gilded I em" (V, L, 279-80).
The alchemist would explain that material must be brou t up to a
certain level before it can be acted upon; it must be "ripe." The
baseness of these chnracters is enoti
tran formin~ powers.
to defy even Prospera's
is 6U
he Tem t, the last of Shakespeare's plays, confirms what
._-"~_....,_ ..~
ted in earlier works, that Shakespeare continuously
reco izes man's potentiality for transformation and growth.
Whether that p06sih lity is seen in the pu
1~'lebclne, p. 1
n~ sacrifice of a
c , the t~ncturing blood of Duncan, the balm of Cordelia, the
mysterious healing of the alchemist-physicians, or in the rna c of
Prospera, ~t is expressed ~n part through the imagery and associa-
tions of the alchem~cal process. That process, like Shakespeare's
plays, ves full reco~nition to both the inevitable stru and
the potential regeneration implicit in the life of man.
ALLUSIONS AND
Chapter 3
ES TO ALCHEMY IN SHAKESPEARE'S HAMLET
Alchem;y- - even now the word re tains a quali ty of mys tery and
drama. Even now it brings to mind the endless stru s of man;
his continual seek~ng and overreaching, his optimism and his
cynical pessimism, his potential for good and his vulnerability to
perversion and illusion. With only a little exposure, its rich
metaphors cree p in to one's Lan eua ge , tal n t i.ng and tine turing and
multiplying. The world becomes process and the magnum opu~ goes
on. In the twentieth century, alchemy finds its ways into plays
and novels and poetry, its still potent imagery exposing the
hidden processes of love, of creativity, of self-realization.
Per nowhere, however, is the alchemical process more dramatic-
ally and poten tly utilized than in William Shakespeare IS Ha~~~t.
This y, both in theme and structur~ evidences the rich
possibilities of alchemical reference and imagery. The main
character of the play (whose true nature is still bein~ discussed
and debated) is involved 1n some kind of inner 6tru~ e which,
after much sufferin~ and the passa~e of tim~ is eventually rath r
mysterious resolved. The macrocosm and the microcosm are
intim'lte connected; HRmlet's world suffers as he does. In
eloquent 601ilo1 u i e 6, Hamlet reveals his inner stru oy-
in so unusual terminology which has encouraged a ~re t varie
of interpretation. The play moves toward its resolution almost
by a force of its own; one has ffieulty assigning movement to
any particular a~ent or event. There is a rather veiled sense of
religious developmen t in the play. There is obvious e mpna s i.e
psychological struggle. Hamlet has some of the characteristic
on a
~ualities of an initiate, who must give up the innocence of his
youth and endure a testing process in order to fulfill the roles
of his maturity. All this, plus the language and ry of the
play, suggests the connection between Hamlet and alchemy.
WORD DISTRIBUTION IN HAMLET
A look at a Shakespearean concordance alone indicates a
definite kind of tone and process in this play. Although, assuredly,
many alchemical terms were absorbed in the general language. the
great numher of words in Hamlet which can be identified with the
alchemical process encourages the supposition that Shakespeare may
have intended to awaken certain associations. Although there is
no visible fire in Hamlet, there is a great deal of heat. Words
that refer to heat (such as hot, fire, blaze, flame) are used at
1forty-two different points in the play. There are eight references
to or on, and the words wholesome and whole are
used a total of fourteen times. In contrast, there is repe ted
sis on different forms of imperfection; ei t references to
fifteen other uses
fall] , de f e c t ) whi chin cli cat e the 1 e ssthan per fee t ,
the unfulfilled potential. The process of decay is suggested at
arvin Spevak, A
Georg Lom ,1 ), pp~
distribution ar bas d
re Concordance, Tra (Germany:
.z:': -1-'_'-"'"'-9:-cl~-,-.'---'L--:::::;U b~; e q~~~-t r:-;; f e-r~'e--o'," ,\2c-e---t'-o-~w 0 r d
on this concordance.
twelve different points. There are mag~ots and compost and
excrements in thB play.
Such usage is not typical word distribution for Shakespeare.
Neither is it typical for him to rely much on imagery associated
with metals or minerals. Yet in Hamlet, one finds mercury (1),
quicksilver (1), sulphous (1), salt (), silver (1), golden (3),
.&il_ded (1), mineral (1), element (1), clay (1), ore (1), and
metal-~ (2). Shakespeare's use of verb forms in this play might
also be associated with activities familiar to the alchemists:
tinct (1), aints (1), transform 0), converted (3), concealed (1),
cure (1), dye (1), puff'd (2), distilled (1), distillment (1),
change-ed (4), br~~k (8), cl~ave (1), and melt (2).
Like the materials confine~ in the hermetic vessel, the
characters in this play continually refer to a sense of being
closed in, unable to escape. Words which indicate some kind of
confinement or imprisonment are used a total of twenty times in
the play and include prison (5), prisoner (2), prison house (1),
confin' (1), confine (2), bound (5), bounded (1), bounds (1),
enseamed (1) , tters (1) . This would not, perhaps, be unusual if
one were readin~ a different story, but just as there is no visible
fire in Ha ml e t , there is also no observable prison. The heavy
e s on fire, purification, chan~e, dec~y, metallic substances,
and imprisonment must, in some sense, be understood metaphorically.
The one metaphor which ties them al] to~ether is alchemy.
Finally, there 18 a rath r peculiar group of words which 5e
to have no apparent connection with each other or eve with the
play exee t that each of these item may be fa nd pictured Quite
prominantly the art associated with alchemy. Each is an
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alchemical symbol. chameleon represents the changing colors
of the process, the cherub indicates the after-work when the work
becomes "child's play," the crocodile is another representation of
the dragon, the pelican is both the vessel and the bird which
devours itself,
____l~l figures as the philosophic-egg,
and the wheel is a pictorial representation of the process. Along
with these, there are several figures from myth which appear in
Hamlet, and these figures also may be connected with alchemy.
Hercules is most prominent; he is allude to at four different
places in the play. He is also a favorite of the alchemists, and
this connection will be discussed in greater detail below. Vulcan
is mentioned as is Hecate; these two are often associated with the
blacker tlmagic" aspects of alchemy. The mythological figures in
combination with the many other words which can be identified with
alchemy indicate a
alchemical process.
rticular frame of reference--the world of the
SOME STRANGE ION
Kee ng in mind that in general Shakespeare's choice of words
is rather unusual in this play, one must examine how the words are
userl in context and what they contribute to the development of the
play. In the first scene of Act I, the audience is immediately
made aware that there is, a[c; Horatio puts it, "some strange
in the state. The phrase suggests a kind
1
Ref e re n c es for Shakespeare's plRys are to
kesoe re, od . William
rid~e dition (C
e Com ole t
La n neilson ana
u t t
of chemic imbalance, a potentially explosive and mysterious
process taking place. The dients which contribute to that
!leruption" are several. First of all, an apparition has appeared
to the men on night guard, an event which many, along with Horatio,
"might not this believe/Without the sensible and true avouch/Of
mine own eyes" (I, i, 56- ). Secondly, there is an unusual amount
of activity going on in the kingdom, activity which is not inter-
rupted either by ni tfall or by Sunday. The work is continuous;
it makes "the ni t joint-labourer with the day" (I, i, 78) and is
carried on in Hawea has t.e " (I, L, 77). The normal rhythms of
life--sleep, a day of rest--must not interfere with its progression.
The description of this activity bears striking affinities with
descriptions of alchemical laboratories, the forced labor, the
sweat, the necessity of uninterrupted toil, and it also initiates
a sense of process, of activity directed toward some end which is
not entirely clear. The "subject of the land," lfthe shipwrights"
are involved in the activity, but do not seem to know the purpose
of the ir "sore task. If Ac tual there is a 10 cal e analian
for wh a t is n~ on, which Horatio soon furnishes, but still the
passage retains a quality of mysteriousness, both by the way it is
stated an~ by its placement immediately after the appearance of
the as t . It is linked, throu the discu sion of the characters,
to both the preceeding event (the t) and the succeedinR ques-
tions about disturbances in the universe. ~he description is
nece ry, 1h a s nsa, as preparation for later eve ts in the ayv ,
but it is extended beyond the needs of mere ex?osition. The
activ.ity thus descrihed is que j.... •t i on a.s
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a kind of abnormality,
Horatio's c ommen ts on the impeuu.J-H", struggle are also rather
unusual. He describes young Fortinbras as a man "Of unimproved
1 hot and f'u LL" (. I. .me t t l e • 1, 96) and speaks of "some enterprize/That
hath a stomach in't" (I, i, 99-100), Fortinbras has "Shark'd up a
list of landless resolutes" (I, i, 98) to feed his project. A
as in the proceedin~ passage, there is a sense of uncertainty,
haste, heat, and unwilling participants in a process which cannot be
stopped. The "mettle" of Fortinbras sounds very much like metal,
e cially when combined with "unimproved" and "hot and full" and
placed in a parallel passage to the "daily cast of brazen cannon"
The mettle--metal equation was, in fact, used as, for
instance, in Marsten's Eastward Ho where a man's mettle was indi-
c~ted by his metal. More important, however, is the emphasis that
in Norway, as in Denmark, a potentially explosive combination of
ingredients has been brought together and is be nning to ferment.
Horatio suggests that the universe also reflects this condition:
As stars with trains of fire and dews of blood
Disasters in the sun, and the moist star
Upon whose influence Neptune's e re stands
Was sick almost to doom wi. t h e clips
And eve the like pre curse of fierce events,
As harbingers preceding still the fates
And prologue to the omen coming on
Have he ven and earth togeth r demonstrated
Unto our climatures and countrymen (I, i, 117-l2S).
He de cribes the condition specifically in terms of fire an water,
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Sun and Moon, familiar alchemical terminology. He implies that
the normal rhythms, the usual relationships between the elements
of the universe , are breaking' down or inter-actin'S in a strange way.
Once again, there is a sense of inevitability, of a process begun
which must seek its own end.
There is a sense of mysteriousness, wonde~ and man's inability
to rationally comprehend the processes which yet affect and
involve him. This viewpoint is reinforced by still another appear-
aoce of the ghost and the succeeding discussion about the Nativity.
Again, all elements of the universe are joined: "whether in sea
or fire, in earth or air/The extravagant and erring spirit hies/To
his confine" (I, i, 153-155). Marcellus' comments on the night of
the Nativity bring together a very strange combination of subject
matter to the twentieth century mind; Christianity is linked in
its effects to astrolo ,"no planets strike" (I, i, 162); folklore,
" n o fairy takes", and black magic, "nor witch hath power to
charm" (I, i, 163). Yet even the scholar and sceptic, Horatio,
replies, "So have I heard and do in part believe i til (I, i, 165).
In the first scene, the particular world of this play is
presen ed. It is a world fi based on the macrocosm-microcosm
analop;y. It is a world in which all in~redients interact--inevitably.
It is mysterious anrt not comp ehensible by 10 c alone. In this
world, a process has been initiated; its end result is not clear,
but that it will proceed seems certain. There is heat, imbalance,
unusual activi ,and potential eruption. This world is very like
the world of the alchemist, a world in proce 5, in chemic?1 inter-
action. At the center stand Hamlet; the sc ne clo es as the m n
go to find him. He, above
this world, with both i
others, will have to contend with
uncertainty and its inevitability. The
tension between these two factors will determine much of the
progress of the play.
HAMLET'S MELANCHOLY
In the next scene, Hamlet makes his first appearance. He is
dressed in black. Both his appearance and his demeanor disturb
those in the scene around him. His mother advises: "Do not for
ever with thy veiled lids/Seek for thy father in the dust" (I, ii, 70-1).
Claudius accuses him of "impious stubbornness", "a heart unforti-
f Le d!! , " a mind impatient" CI, 11, 94, 96). Hamlet declares that
he does not merely perform the rituals of grief, "But I have that
within which passeth show'! (I, II, 85). The initial characteriza-
tion reveals a man who would look beneath the surface of reality,
a man determined to penetrate "the veil of semblence even to the
, I
as W. H. Clemen comments. He is a seeker of some
stubbornness and persistance. At the same time, he is subject to
depression, impatience, and frustration. In the classification of
humours, Hamlet is predominantly melancholic. Maurice Hussey,
exploring a visual approach to the world of Shakespeare, identifies
Hami etas " a male counterpart of Durer's ". ·t,,2 fe rnn orii.me no. melan-
cholia. Hamlet, like the thinking, brooding woman of Melancholia I,
ICle en, "The Irna ge r-y of Hamlet," MO~~::E!2 :::-E_:s.;__~~_.~
ed. Leonard F. Dean (New York: Oxford Universi
in Criticism,
p., 22 Lf. .
York:
us ey,
V ki ng
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re s , 19'12 ,
and H s Contem orarles (New
is obviously depressed and frustrated. Thou~h seemin
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Y of great
intellectual and Spiritual capacity, he is unable, at this stage,
to bring his task to fruition.
What Hussey doe s not indicate when he makes the connection
between Hamlet and Melancholia is that D~rerls c ture is L'i.t.e r-a.LLy
crammed with alchemical symholism. A visual equation ~s made between
the melancholic t errro e r arne n t and the role of the a Lc he mLe t , The
central re, apparently lost in melancholic contemplation, is
surrounded, not only by the actual, physical tools of the alchemist,
but also by symbolic representations of the philosophic concepts
. 1
of alchemy. This k~nd of equation is not unique to DUrer's con-
ception. In fact, the alchemists are often presented, both
visually and verbally, as men possessing characteristics very
similar to Hamlet's. They are seeking, brooding men of pale C01J1-
exion, set apart from the world around them, workin~ in dark and
mysterious s u r r ou nd x n a.s to penetrate lithe core of things l1 , d r e e s e d
in black, and subject to depression and frustration. W'hen Clemen
describes Hamlet as "a visiona a seer, for whom the Li.v i.n g
thinr;s of the world abou t him e mb and symbolize tho
might as well be describing the esoteric alchemist who sees the
external wo r l.d as a rna terial r e p r e s e n tation analogous to the inner
processes of his own mind.
There is, therefore, in Hamlet's initial characterization a
de ite su e s t i.ve n in terms of alchemy. That would mean
lJohn Read, !.!1....t:_ Alchemist .i.n
Nelson and Sons, I p p ,
ern n , p , 5.
LiterstuPe and Art (London:
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little, however, if :i t were not further supported by Hamlet's own
words and actions. Such development occurs in Hamle t t s first
soliloquy and continues throughout the play. Hamlet cries out,
Oh , that this too, too solid flesh would melt,
Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew! (I, 11, 129-30).
The terminology is unusual and the meaning of these two lines has
been much debated. What exac does H et mean by his use of
solid, melt, tha~, resolve, dew? The second quarto changes the
solid to sallied or soiled, and, on the basis of this CHV.U""~, many
have interpreted the lines as Hamlet's e xp r e s e.i o n of his own
worthlessness 1 his pa in fu1 re c 0 gni tion of a sinful or soiled nature.
In this vein, the lines seem to have religious implications. N. P.
Faber compares them to some lines from St. Paul which speak of Ita
desire to be dissolved and to be wi t h Christ" and goes on to con-
elude that "the Prince's desire to be rid of the rank, inweeded
garden springs not from an eage rness to join his Master in heaven,
bu t an eage rness simply to pu t of f his vulne rable fIe ah , ,,1 If 1
howe ve r , the lines are intended to suggest reli ous motivation,
the use of "melt" and "thaw" is odd. In addition, this is
Hamlet's soliloquy, and there has been no previous indica-
t i.o n that he is par ticularly sinful or p a rt i.c u La "vulnerable"
to e weakness. All one OW5 at this point is that Hamlet
is depressed and un w L'LlLn g to participate in the "show" of
Cere around him.
A second very Common interpretation is to see these lines as
1
M. P. Faber, "Ham18t's Cc"'lnon Revisited," Sh
21 ( ), p . 5
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basically equivalent to the next two:
Or that the Eve rias ting not fixed
His canon fge.inst self-slaughter (I, ii, 131-2).
In other words, t wishes to die, to kill himself. The melting,
thawing, and resolv~ng is taken as a metaphorical wish for non-
being. This interpretation correlates more easily with what has
already been implied about Hamlet's emotional state. However, the
conjunc tion whic h be s the second set of lines is or, not and,
which makes the two statements contrasting alternatives rather than
joined equivalents. Hamlet says, in effect, I wish either this
would happen or, if not, then self-slaughter. Perhaps the first
alternative is simply a different kind of death, a natural process
through which his body returns to its elemental state. Or perhaps
the alternatives sUfSgest a contrast between life and death. The
first choice would be new Li, fa, a n e w be ng ealthou certai
in altered form), while the second choice would mean physical and
spiritual death. One finds this kind of choice a rather character-
is tic cone e r n 0 f Haml etas the proceeds. In fact, it accounts
for much of his indecision and delay. It seems unlikely, if to
die is his sale motivation, that he would spend so much time think-
ing about wh t form his death should take. Hare probable is that,
from the ve y be nning, Hamlet expresses a Ion ng for chan~e--for
an alteration, a purific tion, a s ification of his whole being,
and, by a na Lo gy , the wo r Ld he lives in. His desire for life~-bett r life
--is at least a stron as his desire for death. The u e of the
Word resolve in this initial soliloquy tends to confirm tha t oon-
elusion. In the Oxfor'd :l as
synonymous wi th dissolve and clarified further as mea
10')
ng "To pass
by dissolution, separation or change into another-fOrm or into
simpler forms." To resolve is no t to disappear, b u t to change.
The word implies both death and new beginning.
proc e s s ,
It also suggests a
There is, of course, one way of looking at the imagery of
these first two lines which clears up all the difficulties. There
is one frame of reference in which the process of purification and
new beginnings, the idea 0 f self-des true tion and di 6s01 u tion, and
the unusual terminology in which these ideas are expressed can all
be accommodated. That framework is provided by alchemy. For
Shakespeare's audience "melt/thaw and resolve itself into a dew"
would have some immediate associations with the chemical process.
It is clearly the first step in a process of c h a n z e . It is the
return, t h r o u the a z e n t s of fire and water, to the rima materia.
In the world concieved by the alchemists, the first step in any
"rejuvenation" is "to reduce the hard and dry compaction to become
. t 1In.enuate.'' As Arnold of Villanova wrote, "The iloso cal work
is to dissolve and melt the stone into its mercury~ so that it is
reduced and b r o ug h t back to its rima materia, i.e., o r i. na L coo-
clition, 2pure t form. lI
Inte e tin y enou
SOliloquy d e v e Lo pa throu
after this be
a series of c
n i.ng , the rest of the
r i s o n s which point out
o r g e Ripley,
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the contrast between the lIorip;inal condition, purest form" and the
current state of affairs in Denmark. Haml e t begins by commenting
on the lack of vi tali ty and value in his world" "How weary, stale 1
flat, and unprofi table/Seems to me all the uses of this world!H
(I, 11, 133-34). re is an implied comparison between the cur-
rent "unweeded garden.,/That grows to seed; things rank and gross
in nature/Possess it merely" (I, ii, 13'7- 37) and the "ori n a I,"
Garden of Eden, with its harmonious growth. The alchemists, one
remembers, saw the Garden of Eden as the representation of Nature's
original natural pro~ress toward perfection. That progress was
"d i s t o r t e d " or "hidden" by man's expulsion from the Garden. Hamlet
next compares his father to Claudius, the present kd.n g , "Hyperion
to a satyr" CI, ii, 140). While his father had god-like qualities
("so loving to my mother/That he mi t not beteem the winds of
heaven/Visi t he r face too rou yl! I, ii, 140- ), Claudius is not
even fully human. H"nr s form is half a , half man.
-~--
Quite a
reduction in the scale of bein~ to go from a god king to a half-
animal ruler! He continues his series of comparisons by contrast-
ing his mother's sorrow (or lack of it) to a paridigrn, the tears
of Niobe. A n , mankind, (or in this case womankind, specifical )
hac" descended from a -like e t a nd a r-d to an affi ni, with the
beasts: tl a beast, that wants discourse of reason, auld have
mourn'd Lo rig e r " (1, ii, 1'10-1). He seos even him~elf in the Ii t
of negative c orn pa r L on • Claudius is "rio more like "1y fathe n
I to Hercules" (I I ii I 52-53). HerCl11 s, one notes, is the
Ultimate example of h e r o c man, and he is a Lso the my t h o Lo c 1
figure rna t widely used by the a lc h mi t to r e o r Ie 1 C 1
process. Hercules attains the golden a es of the Hesperides
10'/
(the losopher's stone). While Hamlet know~ in his present con-
dition, that he does not have the power of a Hercules~ there is
the suggestion that he wishes he had such strength, just as he
wishes the rlunweeded garden" was instead the Garden of Eden, the
present king was instead his noble father, and the inadequate
sorrow of his mother was instead the genuine article. If ever a
world needed rejuvenation and purification, it is the world which
Hamlet sees around him at the be nning of this play!
it in imagery that can easily be associated with ale
He pictures
and he
emphasizes process--melt, t h.aw, resolve, decay, growth, incre e,
, the labours of Hercules.
-.-.c..::.:...::::'-:"==.w. It is a world which
needs transformation--a universal alchemy. Even thou Hamle t
cannot see himself now as a Hercules, his world is already
changing j it is in process.
Certainly at this point, however, the process is the "black
s of the work-~the dissolution, the separation, the putre-
faction: "Something is rotten in the state of Denmark" (I, Lv , 90).
An acute sense of rottennes and decay is a necessary preliminary
to the possibility of transformation. The alchemists usen the
un est ratio alterius (the breaki ~ up of
One is the begettinp; of an o t h e r s "
One would not have to be an alchemical fanatic to pick up
these a oc ations, for. as previously discussed, the alche~ical
view of the war was not so far removed from the gene 1. miLe u of
thou t in that time pe r i od , The alchemic 1 proces 1.,nclud
gestions of my ti al death nd new birth in a reli au sen of
10 of innoe nc and t ri in thc n of initi ton, n of
10(5
psychological struggle. Hamlet's first soliloquy contains sug-
ges on s 0 f each of those proe e sses, and, in fae t, the passage has
been discussed and interpreted from each of these angles. The
advantage in looking at the passage in terms of alchemical imagery
is that alchemy provides a framework which unifies all of these
impulses. It also provides a particular kind of lan~uage which is
vivid and dramatic. Alchemy is a metaphor for the process of
and development; it was, in Shakespeare's time, a very
familiar metaphor. In other words, Shakespeare, without advocating
alchemy as philosophy or even adhering very S tric tly to its tech-
nleali tie a , can use its strong image ry to awaken mul tiple associa-
t i.on s , "Oh, that this too, too solid flesh would melt,/Thaw, and
resolve itself into a dew!" The lines are memorable and dramatic-
ally effective in expressing a depth of emotion and a wealth of
• j. ~a s s oc i.a c r.on .
begun.
They suggest that a process of transformation has
The sense of chemical action and reaction continues in the
next scenes of the The process of the play is the alchemical
process; bursts of violent interaction are interspersed with tense
periods of waiting: in which "materials" are reconstituted, fixed,
and multiplied. The dissolution moves toward putrefact on, then,
with a nizing slowne s, strug es toward separation and purifica-
t i on , 1110 cally. miraculously, the process carries its suhstances
to fixation and final t r an mutation. This kind 0 f imt3 ry. no t
Confined to a y one c racter or one idea, carries with it su
tions of both mysteriou ne sand inevitabili As in the f:Lrst
Scene, it is p a r t of the forward mov nt of the pIny. The
.... v7
"chemical II image r)f is used like foreshadowing, in the sense that
it creates a fee g of process which will inevitably proceed to
its end. Haml.e t , for ins tanc e 1 says, "Foul de eds will rise, /Though
all the earth oven..helm them, to men's eyes" (I, ii, 257-8). Like
the va pou rs which rise from the black, bubbling mixture of the
alchemical process, Claudius· actions will ultimately be exposed.
Laertes warns Ophelia (the warn mi t be just as appropriate to
Hamlet or even himse 1 f) : "And in the morn and liquid dew of
youth/Contagious blastments are most imminent" (I, iii, 41-2). All
of the "youth" of the play will be subjected to the Ilblastments"
of the world around them; they are all involved in the same
chemical process. Here, as earlier, Hamlet is the focus of the
process (the pote n t ial tine ture), II for on his c h o Lc e depends/The
[sanity] and health of the whole state" (I, iii, 20-1). But all
are involved and with very little actual choice in the matter:
"his will is not his own" (I, :iii, ). Polonius, also, speaks
of a chemic interaction which is both mvsterious and forbodin~:v - ~
"These blazes, d au ter,/Giving; more light than heat, extinct in
both/Even in their promise as it is a-making, You must not take
for fire" (I, iii, 117-19). There are a lot of warnings in this
play, fr alma t everyone ~_::: almost everyone. There is a o o n t i n ua I
sense of un e slne,3s, of bein cau t up in a move ent which is not
entire c I.e y' There are foul vapours and conta ous b La s t me n t s
and stra fi r e s . There is alehe y.
TAINT AND TINCTURS
Harn I t eontinu toe xp t'"co s shim elf 1. n ale h T:i 1 met
L.l.V
In Scene 4 or Act I, he is not so much despairing as analytical.
He considers the nature ~f corruption. Like the alchemists, he
assumes that basically good material (all metals would be gold) may
be ruined or tainted by impurities, thus preventin~ the full
realization of potential.
So, oft it chances in particular men,
That for some vicious mole of nature in them,
As, in their birth--wh~rein they are not guilty
Since nature cannot choose his ori~in--
By their o'er growth of some complexion
Cft breaking down the poles and forts of reason,
Or by some habit that too much o'er-leavening
The form of plausive manners, that these men,
Carrying, I say, the s of one de fee t ,
Being nature's livery, or fortune's star--
His virtues else--be they as pure as grace,
As infinite as man may un~ergo--
Shall in the general censure takes corruption
From that particular fault. The dram of evil
Doth all the noble substance often dout
To his own scandel (I, iv, ).
subject to the interaction of those in redients within h Even
a dram (1/8 ounce) of evil may chan the n ture of this t e r i aL,
I t may d u t (the Q.E.D. defin t~i t rm llextin i h as 1 .a -"-1-
the shin i n e; noble sub d , e E3 ne c i. v wh n
combine with clout). 'Phi is the a Lc h al inc of t ai n t inz . An
rior dient may' "corrupt" the entire mixture.
IIi
The alchemist
conceives of his role, therefore, as one of separating the ~mpurities,
the defective mater~als, from the prima materia which is essenti-
ally good: "For the re is only one stone, one medic Lne , to whic h
no f or e i.gn is added and nothing; taken a",ray except tha tone
separates the super flui ties from it .,,1 In order to accomplish
this purification, of course, a process is required. Paracelsus
explains, "Aecor-din , you should understand that alchemy is
nothing but the art which makes the impure into the pure through
fire. 1l 2 The material must be subjected to "fire" which wil~
separate the true from the false.
I t is impor tan t to note he re tha t Hamle t is no t comple tely
pessimistic. He does not conclude that virtue is non-existant,
only that it is almost inevitably incomplete and tainted by defect.
He even views this as "ria tural lf : "wherein they are not gui~ inee
nature cannot choose his ori nil (I, Lv , 25- ,) . Thereby he
implicitly accepts a world which is not perfect. I t is in the
"general c e na u r e " that all a pp e a r e to be corrupted; virtue is
hidden by relatively small faults (a dram). Just as the distine-
tion of his nation is soiled with "swinish phrase" (I, .i.v , 19) and
their achievements "thou per-f o rrn t d at h e i til (I, Lv , 21) are
not fully valued because of their.reputation as drunkards, so does
Hamlet see man as constantly failing to achieve his potential due
to the "o'er t h " Or "o'er leavenin of one imperfection.
IHerbert Silberor, p. 122.
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Aga.in, Hamlet seems to be trying to see beneath the surface of
things.
He diagnoses the "sickness, 'I and the next logical step would
be to seek a "cure." Al though Hamlet os tensibly is speaking of his
country and of other men, he must also be thinking of himself. In
fact, he almost always speaks of both himself and his world in the
same breath, generalizing all conditions. Hamlet has certainly
experienced the "o'er growth of some complexion" (I, Lv , 27)" and
his more positive attitude toward this phenomena now suggests that
he is open to a proc e ss of purga tion and c n z e , He is ready, no t
consciously, but implicitly to rid himself of impurities so that
his virtue might be effective in terms of the world around him.
At the 0 te pole of the "tain tin phenomena stand s the
concept of "tincturing." To the alchemists, it seemed 1 cal to
assume t ha t t if an i mpuri could taint an otherwise noble sub-
stance, a perfected material could also tincture or multi its
.. ..Vl.rLUeS on the base materials around it. The as stone
could turn lead in t a gold. Christ could transform fallen man with
his "E1 e sse d rub y - c 0 J_ 0 red tinc t u r e , t hat is to say, His B1 00 d . III
The idea is not s o strange as it may first appear, for it shares
in the general tendency to a n.a l.o z e and to see all facets of the
un i.v e r s as interrelated and d e oe nd e n t on each other. A bad king
could! for in,c;tance. corrupt his whole world or a good king could
transform hi. On an individual basis, the sa e was true. A man's
ci ted by v!ayne
nee: A st In
"";."' _. ·_~c- ".~.•~.""=""~,~~
Occul t
into the hi
1.1.·5
entire nature mi t take on thecharacte tics of his haser
ins tine ts or, on the 0 the r hand, he t ascend to an almos t
god-like state of perfection. Pica della Mirandola suggested this
division: 1f Th o u canst grow downward into the lower natures whi.ch
are b r u te a , ''Thou cans t again grow upward from thy soul's reason
r natures which are divine. IIl The alchemists shared
with the neo-platonists in this reco tion of thA mixed nature of
man. Like the ne o-pla tonis t s , also, they assume d that a c e rtain
process mi t aid in progress toward perfection. The process,
however, was different. It involved dissolution, separation,
putrefaction, congealation, and finally, multiplication and pro-
je c t i on , It moved from the throwing off of the "taint
impurities, throu the torture and suffering of the materials, to
the final mult lication of the perfected tincture. I t was a
stru e of "mi ty opposites'! so to speak--the good and the evil,
the re and the water, the active and the passive, the pure and
the impure. ways there was the possihility of taint or tincture.
Obviously, Hamlet's world is tainted, and if a source can be
de
be
ted for t h a t
his fathpr's
t, it is certainly Claudius. Hamlet, even
ost details the crimes of Claudius, finds
himself in natural opposition to his uncle. If s world is to be
rejuvenated. the tincture must sure c orn e thrall hi. Eve
tho Hamlet often seem excessive con c erne d \",i t h him s elf
thrau out the play, self, st t e , and universe are alma t synony-
mous for him. He progre sively becomes more conscious of h s rol
lOration on th ~",~,~~,.. t of Man. t r DC,., cha 1,,,:' G1
19L~O, r p t . New York: Bobh -1'rerri-l~l Co., 1 ')), p , 5.
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in res toring his world, even if that means self-saC rifice. Hamle t
is the focus of a process s play which seems mysterious and
ye t almos t inevi table. I t is a kind of alchemi cal proc e s s , He
does not initiate it, or direct "I-l <.., or even understand it; but he
is part of it. Hamlet is potential g;old, but he must suffer
through all the stages of the refining process before he is able
to project his influence on the world around him.
t Hamlet has a more positive attitude about himself than
in Scene 1 and be ns to conceive of his role is demonstrated only
a few lines later. As the t beckons to him, his friends try
to dissuade him from following. Hamlet is determined and says,
"My fate cries out, and makes each petty artery in this body/As
as the Nemean lion's nerve ll (I, iv, "31-83). Hamlet submits
himself to whatever lies ahead, even thou personal r is
involved. He is still not Hercules, but he iF at least a war
opponent, the Nemean lion. The t d~scribes his own murder,
"most foul, strange, and unnatural" (I, v, 28). It the r e s u L t
of an evil power--Claudius "with witchcrFtft of his wit, with traitor-
ous fts, wicked wit and fts (I, v, ), and Harnle t is
directed to stand a nst that evil. mhe actual method of
murder is described in great detail, in chernicFtI detail. The
"leprous d i s t i, Lm e nt " (I, v , 6Lt ) (leper is c ornrn o n alchernical
terminolop;y for b se, im r Fe c t rna t \er) snrea s as "swift a s
quicksilver tl (I, v , and infects the entire body, "most 1 r--
1 If The 5<'1 po 0 wh ch was nour d in the ear of the kin
, in effect, been polied to all of Denmark: "so the whole e r
of De s by a forged proce
of my d e a t r a ly aou td n
) • L i k the dram of evil wh do 1:8 all t no 1
11':1
substance, this small vial of poison has infec ted the whole king-
dam. The ghost ends with a warning to Hamlet. His own purpose
must not be corrupted by the spreading influence of evil: "Taia t
not thy mind, nor let thy so contrive/Against thy mother aught.
Leave her to heaven" (I, v, 85-6). His motivations must be pure,
unmixed with baser matter.
PURGATION AND PURIFICATION
Immediately after Hamlet speaks with his father's ghost, he
be ns the process of achieving this singularity of purpose. He
must destroy a part of himself (the superfluities) in order to do
so:
Yea, from the table of my memory
I'll wipe alway all trivial fonrt records,
All saws of books, all forms, all pressures past,
That youth and observation copied there,
And t commandment all alone shall live
Within the book and volume of my brain,
Unmx'd with baser ma,tte~_. (I" l'V
- "
-104).
This is a kind of return to the rima materia, a dissolution and
separation. It mean a loss of sorts, a self-sacrifice. Hamlet,
even at this point, sens G the im icatiorts of the role he is
ever I wa born to set it ri
Commi tted to: liThe time is out 0 f j 0 in t ~-O
ttl (I, v , 18
curS8:rl S
) • He
te,
also
h t
feels a
part of a my s t e r iou , wondrous, process. He tells Horatio, "There
are more thin in he v e and e a r t , Horati han are dre t of in
OUr ilo 0 hy" (I, v" 1 ) .
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Hamle t must now endure a period of' testing and purgation
before he can bring his task to fruition. Although this delay has
been much discussed and is often viewed as a weakness in Hamle t ,
it is a necessity if one looks at the play in terms of a process.
Whether this process is seen as a religious purification, as
psychological development, or as the process of alchemy, it does
not alter the fact that time must pass and Hamlet must change.
He cannot jump immediately from the very young, rather sarcastic,
f-righteous Prince at the beginning of the play to the matured
and enobled adult who finally sacrifices his life to the restora-
tion of his kingdom. The alchemis ts would say t h a t the rna te rial
must be refined, purified, and brought to a state of maturity or
"ripeness" be fore tine ture i s possible. The al c hernis t s , one
recalls, imagined tha t their labors could take the place ~ 'T"or r i.m e ,
that they could, thro their art, bring to maturi what would
take afres
,_::J to develop in Nature. It is interesting; to note that
Hamlet does a much faster in this play than the time scheme
apparently allows. Spenser p o i.n ts aut tha t "A t t he be nn i ng
Ham1 e tis f res h fro m the u n i v e r sity; he is aDO u t t wen In the
graveyard scene he is unmist described as thirty."l Shakespeare,
of course, often manipulate specific numbers in order to reveal
an unde ring ide . The idea, in this c a e, is that Haa Le t
changes a gre t deal durl n the play; he ma tu r e s ra p throu
au f f e r i.rrg impo e d by his r e. He moves from the raw, "unre-
ned" s ub s t nee of his youth to the "ripeness" of p r o c e ,eo
1
Theodore Spen r, re and Th
r p t , NCb' Yo r k : Nac il1an-~C.-o~~pany, 1
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material.
Hamlet's role is of a special nature. It cannot. as the
ghoS t warns, be a matter of personal reveniSe and erno tional reac t.Lo n ,
Hamlet must act, but his actions must result in tincture rather
than taint. In some sense Hamlet must rise above his corrupted
world and put off the ties that bind him to it. This is matter
for some delay. Hamlet cannot act like Laertes or even Fortinbras.
His purpose is more universal and more difficult. His actions
must not, like Laertes' ,
IIs e e m the taints of liberty,
The flash and outbreak of a fiery mind,
A savageness in unreclaimed blood
Of general assault" (II, i, 32-35).
Nor can he, like Fort Lnb r a s' "list of lawless resolutes" face
death "for a fantasy and trick of fame" (IV, Lv , 61). Hamlet must
do two t h i.n z s be fore he is re to ac t: he must test the truth
of the t ! S in formation to sure he does not ae t on the
basis of "Tan t a
role 0 f "sc our
,I! and he must prepare himself for the sacrificial
and minister.1!
In Acts II and III, Hamlet lS subjected to a great deal of
pressure, both internal and external. The alchemists repeated y
size the Lm po r t an c e of the Hblack" e t a ge of their work. It
involves a kind of spiritual death and de s c n t into hel , Ifterrible Ol
and Hsinister!l e xpe r ie n c e a , It is r"'presented references to
prisonment, by pictures showin~ the subject in a gr ve, by
Is, and rottin materials. Hamlet's mind is also filled with
t ima 'V'! hen Polo n ius a k s him t a It waI', 0 U t 0 f the
LLO
air" (11., ii, 207) t he replies, "Into my grave?!! (II. ii, 210).
He tells Ros e nc r-an t z and Guildenstern that Denmark is "a p r-Lac nv "
In fac t , that condi tion is generalized to include the whole world:
"A goodly one, in which there are many confines, wards, and dun-
geons, Denmark being one of the worst" (II, LL, 251-53). He
of the 1 he has loved in terms of a "conception" similar
to "if the sun bre ed maggots ina dead dog" (II, ii, 181-82). His
world "appears no other thing to me than a foul and pestilent con-
gregation of v a pour e " (II, ii, 31,-1<;). Certainly he is sceptical
at this point about the possibilities of man. That "parag-on of
an i.ma.Ls " is n o t.h i.n g more than a lIquintessence of dust" ( rr , ii,
319-20). Quintessence (fifth essence) is an alchemical term indi-
eating that point at which the material is capable of multiplying
or projecting its ities onto other materia The only kind
of mul tipl ic a t ion Hamle t c a n see now is the pro jec t ion 0 f "dus t"--
the sprea ng taint of earthly, evil, base qualities. The usage
is similar to Donne's "Quintessence even from nothinr:ness" in
"No c t u r n e L upon st. Lucy's Day." The po e t has become a "grave,"
a carcass, "the first nothing;" "life is shrunk/Dead and inter
In both cases great disillusionment is expressed about life's
po sibilit e or, more particularly, alchemy's possibilities. The
,,1
II den fires" of life produce, not transformation, but foul
Just a Lc h e mv has b e n perverted into a "quintessence of
du til rath r than d, and Hamlet's world see s fUll of decay a
1 John Donn
(New York: N w
of Donne, e d •• I"L
) .
B ley
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th rather than Ii fe and g;rowth, so also has the theater suffered
a strange a1 te ra tion • Child actors have taken over and carry
"Hercules and his load t oo " (II, ,379). In his present mood
t says, HIt is not s t.r.a n ge ; for mine unc lei s King of
Denmark" (11., ii, 380). The whole world is turned upside down.
reference to rcules is, of course, based on the sign of
the Globe Theater, but it also recalls the earlier references in
which Hamlet attempts to identify himself with Hercules. I t is a
further expression of his sense of powerlessness in the face of a
seemin unnatural force which Hamlet associates both with his
uncle and the childre n , He conclude s , "The re is some g in this
more than natural, if philosophy could find it o u t " (II, ii, 38'5).
Throughout this section, Hamlet speaks in prose, another indica-
tion of the depths to which he has sunk. He thinks of himself as
tl a dull and mUrldy-mettled r-a s caL!' (II, ii, 594) very far from
being able to a c ti ve a f fe c t his world, v e ry far from the "nob le
subs t an c e " which mi t bring light to the darkness of Denmark.
While Hamlet constant de s himself, there is a sense
wi thin the ay that he is bein~ forced, both inwardly and out-
wardly, t owa r d some kind of r e e o Lu t i o n , His next solioquy demo ~
strates that the event is never far from his mind, and h~ both
fears and welcom sit. As in his first soliloquy, he broods upon
an e i.t.h e r c-c o r- question, Ln vo l.v i n g life ann death.
To be, or not to be: t h a t is the qu t i o n .
Whether 'tis nobl r in the mind to suffer
The slings and ar rows of o u t r a g e o ua fort'.1ne,
Or to take" arm a in t a se of t r o u b L
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And by opposing end them. To die; to sleep;
No more; and by a sleep to say we end
The heart-ache and the thousand natural shocks
That flesh is heir to. 'Tis a consummation
There
Devoutly to be wish'd (III, i, 56-61).
been considerable controversy about the use of the word
consummation in this passa~e. As Hun ter Kellenbe rge r p o i.n t s ou t ,
the word used in the Second Quarto, 1604, was consumation, but
the spelling in the First Folio, 1623, was consummation. l The
two different spellings express what seem to be contradictory
meanings; that is, consumation is derived from consumere and means
destruction or Hasting away while consummation is derived from
consummatio which means to complete or fulfill. Kellenberger
examines the various critical positions in that controversy and
cone 1 ude s: II the to tal evidence lends strong sup po r t to the view
tha t in Shakespeare's mind the ry meaning of "consuma tion-
consummation' was one of consuming and destruction. Even the
Hamlet soliloquy is to be read in that Ii t , thou he r e the
existence of the homo cconsummation' with its meaning of
fulfillment creates an ironic amhi intensi in:z; the note
of tra c de '12p a i, r , What Kellenberger does not perceive is that
the use of this word, with either spelling, is neither arnb i gu o u s
nor contradictory when can idered as alchemical lmagery. For in
IHunter Kellenberger, "ConE:>
ShakespeFi r ," r-'lod r n Phi 1010
ticn or Can sum tion in
(1 7),235.
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hemy, b e Ln g "consumed'! or "riestroyed" was the first and most
basic step in arriving at "completion" or "ful nt." The
process was at one and the same time both a "consumation'! and a
"c tion." In alchemy, as in reli on, one had to lose his
in order to p;ain it. That Shakespeare intended some sug-
tion of ful ment is evidenced by his use of the adverb
IIdevoutlyll immediate following "consummation. II At the same
, it is evident t h.a t Harnlet clearly realizes tha this consumma-
tion will also be his de s truc tion, the dea t h of his self, a t leas t
as he now knows it. He stru eS I therefore, not with a desire
for death, but with the difficul of acceptinp; a role which may
mean self-sacrifice. The action which he contemplates (lito take
arms st a sea of troubles") is not suicide, but the cample-
tion of his task. In s te of earlier references to death and
his grave, Hamlet clin to life. He hesitates before submitting
himself to liThe undiscovered country from whose bour
returns" (III, i, 7 80). Ha et is still not absolute
o traveller
c e r t a i, n
of the ri tnese of the action which he conte ate e: "Thus
conscience does make c owa r d s of us all" (III, .i , 83). He must
know that and must also e1 his own strength before he can
proceed. At i point he is, as he tells Oph lia, "crawling
be t wee n heaven and e rt h " (III, i, 1
either alternativ .
), unable to choose
Yet Ham} t c o n t.i nu to relinquish the ties which bi d him
to earth. He firm , even cruel ,dismisse one of hi lor
pa s s a o ns , the Lo ve Ly Ophelj In doin so he ex re s his e t -
ma t i o n of h i 1 wh }~\ a Lt o u r-h its flO t 0 f t ,a 0 un
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both Ophelia and the audience, accurately reflects the kind of
is experiencing. Hamlet tells Ophel III am very
, revengeful, ambitious, with more offences at my beck than
thought to put them in, imag~nation to give them shape, or
to act them in" (III, i, 126-29). One would have thought
almost the opposite: that Hamlet was not very proud of himself,
he was not particularly motivated by ambition, and that, if
had offences, they were ones of omission rather than commis-
sion. Per it is only his lI a n t i c disposition" speaking, but
""''''' •.l..G t does no t really lie through his madne a s , he on veils the
truth. In fact, Hamlet probably still doubts his own motives.
=F,~~u, there is the sug~estion that he finds it necessary to
purify himself before proceeding. This is a very common attitude
am the alchemists. Basil Valentinus, for instance, in his
instructed his readers that
they must approach the work with " ...a conSClence • . free f r om
such as arrogance, boldne s, pride, luxury, world vani
all ambition, crisy, and vice, as also from all cognate faults
,,1
n H et vi its his mother in her chambers, he stresses
the necessi of self-exam t i on , He tells her that he will,
"set up a h r e you see the i n mo f3 t par t 0 f you l! (I I I •
20). He will prob her e nee, her he ar t ,
i1 Valentinu ,
Vincent stu rt, [Bein
in the year 1685, tran
pre c e , 189 tr] 1 2), p. 13.
(Lon
te r
i c "1
If it be made of penetrable stuff,
dammed custom have not braz'd it so
That it is proof and bulwark against sense" (III, iv, 36-38).
Again, there is a reiteration of the separation and puri ation
"throwaway the worser part of it,/And live the purer with
the other half" (III, iv, 161-62). She must purge the "black and
ned spots" within her soul. Like the dram of evil, they will
spread and taint her whole being if they are not removed: "Rank
corrup n, mining all within,/Infects unseen" (III, iv, 148-49).
t offers some advice to his mother which is, pe , a Dart
of his own solution:
Assume a virtue, if you have it not.
For use almost can change the s of nature,
either master the devil or throw him out,
With wondrous potency (III, iv, 160, 168- ).
Hamlet, in a sense, has submitted himself thr "use" to the
forces within and without whieh will his purpose and bring
him to a perfected state. Bo~h in the kind of advice he sad
in his s eifie statement, Hamlet demonstrates a much stron~er
assurance about the role he is to ay:
I do re n t. ; but e v n hath p l e 'd it so,
To punish me with this and this with mo,
That I must be their scourge :1 '.' 4-n o mi.n r L r ,
I mu t be cru 1, only to he kind (III, iv, 17 ) .
It is si nific nt that H mlet u bo h
his role.
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Like _c_o_n__s t_i_o__n-sc ons umma ti.on , the combina-
ies both destruction and ful£illment for Hamlet. As
points out, "Any man who knew himself to be such a scour~e
both his funQtion and his fate: his powers were not his
Any human agent used by God to visit wrath and to
evil by evil was alre fllcondemned. As a scourge,
tl~ own doom is inevitable; he will be sacrificed. But as a
ter, his fulfillment is also implied. Again, one should
remember that in the alchemical process the materials must "suffer"
" .1 this is the necessary scour g of evil. It is the
e re of the inevitable taint in a fallen world. end
result, however, is perfection and potential projection, a kind
of nistering" effect on baser matter. Always, alchemy exoresses
an interaction eventual unification of opposites. This Same
ination of seemin~ contradictions is evident in the ay.
Hamlet moves toward both a consumation and a consummation. He is
both a scou anr] minister.
Gertrude, after the meeting with her son, so ehow perceives a
in his "madness," a chan which (altho Gertru<ie does
not under tand it as such) si ifies that H et is nearin a
point of trans for ion. She eKpre s the change th t she sees
in terms su~ge t;iv of alchemy:
O'er whom his very nes lik some are
Arno n a tni ra 1 0 t:- me t 1 Ei bi
S h ows i t , f p u re ( I V i 2'7 ...... ),L , ,
r e d a o n II
(19 ), 3.
lit{ let a l"lin t c Scour" II,
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recognizes Hamlet's growing power. He realizes that
cannot get rid of Hamlet openly, even though Hamlet has committed
murder, because of the effect on the "multitude." Curiously
enough, Claudius also speaks of Hamlet as a scourge: "Th'
offender's scourge is wei 'd/But never the o f fe n c e " (IV, iii, 6-7).
" .... o.,... u. .... us makes a s ta temen t which he means to apply to his own
actions, but which actually predicts Hamlet's function: "Diseases
sparate grown/By desperate appliance are reliev'd,/Or not at
II (IV, iii., 9-11). Hamlet wi.ll cure the disease of this
dom, like a pure are among "metals base." It will re
life, Il a desperate appliance, or not at all."
re his
Claudius a mentions Hamlet's power with the public when
he speaks to Laertes. Even Hamlet's faults are transformed to
virtue by their love. One is a reminded of the
this , alchemical both in its nature and in the imagery in
which it is stated:
Who, dip ng all his
Would, like the spring
ts in their affection,
at turneth wood to stone,
Convert his gyves to graces (IV, vii, 19-21),
Hamlet, however, is not as consciou of his growins nower as
are his mother anrl hi un Ie. Befor he Ie ves for En 3n, his
mind is still much occupi d with thou ts of de th and his own
ini3dequBcy. "Yo u r WOt' is your on y e mpo r e r for die t , Ide +' t 11
creatures el to fat us, nei we f t au o1 s for t .
a kin may go a pro re throu th i2;uts of a b r" (IV, iii,
22- Th line are s oken 1 t y, in th an tid o i-"
tion, but still th t u , h o r r i f n i
of the work is not yet ov~r. Hamlet also compares himself
ly with Fortinbras, although here there is a definite
on that his Own purpose is in a different dimension from
that of Fortinbras. It involves more than ambition and "honour."
Fo r t Lnb r-a s ' example is Ilgros 6 as earth" (IV, Lv , 46) compared to
own, but still he adm~re6 the strength with which it is
out. That strength is described in terms which, once more,
be associated with alchemy:
Whose rit with divine ambition puffld
Makes mouths at the invisible event,
Exposing what is mortal and unsure
To all that fortune, death, and danger dare
Even for an e
11 are interesting .
...::--.::-.-
Use of the words divine, fld, invi e event, e
~--- ------ ~---'"--~-~
One is reminded of the "puffers"
tending the chemical fire; the priestly function of the alchemist
who aids in the Ildivine" plan of perfection; the mysterious,
hidden n a t u r e of the "invisible even t ll ; the exposing and dissolv-
of all that is "mortal and unsure"; and final the philoso ie
egp;. ( use of 11 suggests, as does the rest of the
~~--"~
sa that Fortinbra ' purpo e is rather futile or at least
inc ete as com red t Hamlet's.) The pas a
d~scribes rna t accurat ly the proce s thrau which H let wishes
his own irit mi t develo .
re i on mor 1m lied c let
another character in th p , a in t h e u
more sanctified, n lure of H n tIll! t r
culty in carrying it out. When Laertes con: fron ted wi th
own father's death, his reactions are immediate:
To hell, aIle ance! Vows to the blackest dead!
Conscience and grace, to the profoundest nit!
I dare dammation. To this point I stand
That both the worlds I give to negli~ence (IV, v, 1 34).
Hamlet is mean t to be the restorer of this diseased kingdom. He
cannot react as Laertes and accomplish that purpose. The poison-
ous taint of murder will only soread if he gives both the worlds
lito negligence." Hamlet must rejuvenate both the microcosm and
the macrocosm. Hiram H n comments on the essential contrast
presen ted in the ay b e t.we e n the "actions" of Fortinbras and
Laertes and the ap pa r e n t "inac t Lc n " of Hamle t , Al th he does
not relate his comments cifically to ale , he speaks of the
cess bubblin • P" Le t ' . d ,,11. n n arn.r e s mIn. His description of the con-
trast is easily related to the process of alchemical unification
and transformation: "On the level of external action, he amI.e
is seeking honorable, just reven~e; on the level of philoso cal
orientation, he is se rchin for on--a condition in which
~_c-'-'- _
wo b com;: on , th a mind a eace. And because,
until he att in this c o nd it a , u t and honor Ie reven~e is
before
110so-
t .vlonsfotrowk his.t 5t mu1H
o s s i.bLe , t h e r e o Lu t on of the action must a it the
t i.c lI 2lon.ical 50
he can tincture his world.
Lr am H n ,
setts: ter Smith,
(Gloue t r , ~1os chu-
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TIME AND THE ALCHEMICAL PROCESS
When Hamlet returns to Denmark in Act V, he is noticeably
is apparent even in the grave scene in the
and uniaue contemplation of skulls. There is no longer any
ria, fear, anger, impatience, or llmadness" in his comments.
accepts all with a sad, but not desparate, wonder. His per-
sonalityhas undergone a kind of alchemical process: a Dissolution
(disintegration, visible in the manic-depressive madness) a
tion (submission to the fire and cleansing of impurities),
_---'c""- _
a Putrefaction (intense reeo tion of his own and his world's
" r o t teness"), and fina lly a Fixa tion (reuni fica tion 0 f pe rsonali ty
and ). Hamle t is n ow ready to act, and one senses the new
maturity and stability.
for the first time in the
It is at this time that Hamlet can say,
ay, "Thi c ; is I, H"'lmlet, the Dane!" (If, i,
1). Be is as ured and confident about his own identity as
well as his potential power:
Sir, thou I am not s enitive and rash,
Yet I have something in me dangerous,
Which let t wisene s fear (V, i, ) .
Once a in, Haml t mention Hercules, but thi time not in
the Ii t of De tiv com ison with hi~ elf. Hercules is no
r beyond him, but rather, along with hi • sub ect to universal
forces that move toward th ir own end
Let Hercules do what he may
The c twill m wand do
He rc e c t j on ( 0 r H rn ] e t I c 0 r a n :l rna I ) wi 1 1 c'-'
0 nl y a t t h e p r 0 p r
'"
Lme v.Jh :i h mn h i 1 f c p 0 r,- ,
to frui 10
11y choo e.
e a part of a ocess, a univer
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order, and can but submit
themselves to "use ll of that process. One recalls the lines
from Morienus which evidence this same kind of thinkin~: "Almighty
in his power created powerless servants who can neither undo
he has done nor advance what he holds back nor can they ever
know anything except what he reveals to them or accomplish anything
I
except what he grants to them.'!
The idea is repeatedly e ized in Act v. It is the very
center of Hamlet's thinking now. He tells Horatio,
re's a divinity that shapes our ends,
Rough-hew them how we will ev,. ii, 10-11).
It s Hamlet an assurance, an enobled maturity, which is amazing
to those around him. When Hamlet reveals to Horatio the king's
t nst himself, Horatio, the most well-balanced, calm,
reasonable char cter in the p , is worrie~; he questions and
urges some haste. Hamlet no lonqer berates hi~self for delay; he
is no longer impatient. He tells Horatio,
the interi imine,
And a ma 's life' no more than to
5/:'1Y 'One!
The particular phra in .i s in e r
) .
fa no other bod of
1ma r contAin such ab olut e i on One as alche I t is
the repeat d an~ con tent watchword of their art. Parae lsu
orienu , !l
(Hanover, New Ham
p , 11.
trans. Lee St e h
of N En nct, 1 ) ,
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d th~s devot~on to One as clearly as anyone:
There is one sin number that should determine
our life on ear t h , and this number One. Le t us
not count further. It ~s true that the ~odhead
~s Three, but the ree is compr~sea 1n the
One. And because God transforms H~mself ~nto
the One, we men on earth must also str~ve for
the One, devote ourselves to the CnB and l~ve in
~t. In th~s number is rest and peace, and in no
other. What ~oes beyond ~t is unrest and con-
fl~ct, stru of one a nst another. For if
a calculator sets down a number and counts further
than one who can say at what number he will stop?
But th~s quest~on ~s the difficulty that gnaws
at us and worries us. How much more pleasant and
better ~t would be if we always walked in the
path of the One. l
Hamlet now walks ~n the path of the One, and what an amazin~ trans-
formation this is for h~m! He who has calculated, considered all
the alternatives, contemplated actions and reactions, lost him-
self in d~vision, can now say, " a man's life's no more than to
say'One!'" Perha the whole mystery of the play is contained in
that line, for the qu stion has a s been: How does Hamlet move
from of ~cene 1 to the man of Act V? He moves thrall a
cess of tran 1'0 tio a proc ss ve much like alchemy.
ratio can sc rcely believe this new Hamlet. ow he u r z e s
U","""LCt to wait, to delay: Hlf y ou r mind dislike a ny t h i.n z , obey
it. I will fore t th ir r p i1' hither, an~ say you ar not
fitl! (V, ii, 2 u tone Hamlet rev als his accec-
tance of the proc h is inv lv rt in an~ ~is a sur [1 e that it
wi 11 rea c h cop) t i 0 n :
If it be now, I ti not to co i be no t
to com, Lt will b now; if i be no now , e t
it will com the re din i 1 (V, i1
is again u rp r' d at H 1 tis C 1 t t h ~ t
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its own force and movement, will resolve all. Time has
......... "".,~d from an adversary to an ally. At the beginning of the
play, the "sweaty haste," the pressure of time, was emphasized.
t the middle acts, the time that passed was an accusation
Hamlet's delay; it was a thorn, an enemy, a matter of impatience
di in tmen t, Now it is a friendly force which leads,
toward resolution. There is, however, a Qualification
ts why Hamlet views time differently; he says, lIthe
ClU. ..L.1C1CSS is a LLs " Hamlet has reached a different stage of aware-
ness. In alchemical terminolo~y, it is the stage of the Great
Work when the materials have been brought to such a state of
s that the rest is "child's play. II This ludus puerorum
motive is often represented in alchemical art by children or
women or cupids taking over the work in the laboratory. The most
representation of this i a is Tenier's Ale
----_._-~.
., 1
ro s ,
cal concept su~ge ts that, at a certain int, after all
the materials have been brou t to their "quintessence." the
process proceed on its own--11if it be not now, yet it will
come; the r-eadLrre a e is all." e alchemist's stru e
his commitment to replace it with his own labours, has been
resolved l and t e now become an ally in workin~ toward eo e-
jc"
..lOn.
There
when he
on
to La
furth r inciie tion of H
t e , "in min it>;noc c
et's self-awarenes
our ski 1 rtLl11~
i th t lche c
dis
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a star in the darkest ni9;ht,/Stick fiery off indeed" (V, ii,
) . Laertes thinks he is mocking, but it in fac t the
tion with Laertes which will release "like a star in the
st n.i.gh t " Hamlet's own p owe r , a power which will indeed
provide in a om that has grown dark under Claudius.
a power whi.c h Hamlet recognizes "in mine own ignorance H as
ng throu him, but also beyond him.
this regard, Hamlet's insistence that Horatio live to
his story is important. Though Hamlet must sacrifice himself,
his influence will spread and affect his world. Horatio promises
he wi.ll '!speak to th I yet unknowing world/How these th
came about" <V, ii,390-91). Hamlet has scourged the e vi.L, the
t of poison, from his world, and his story will tincture the
wor1d to come. There is a sense of divine significance in t s
Be t: "a:nd f Li, ts of angels sin~ thee to t rest" (V, ii, 1) •
interpretat on of Hamlet's progress throll reference to
chemical and ideas does not essentially c previous
tions about hi character. It does, however, clari the
of stru e he endure an the necessi of his delay.
Further, it illumin to the r-a unusual ima ry throu
Hamlet sp ak5, s in it in reI tionshio to a world view that.
assumed a continuou t .~ 1 C pro eSs of tra sformation. Hamlet's
inner and outer stru e i towFlrd Ln t e tion and re toration.
the r' one s e th a p ch 10 c 1 devolo rel± ous
ascent, or aim y the pro of tqr ion, it. n
inv v s turmoil, aCe t nc n de tit. Th a l ch 1
idea of a pro t h t' u whie pc ret. h 1 n
Iforms of development as well as the insistence that man
and reflected the order or disorder of the world
him. In other words, Shakespeare is able to utilize
ry and ideas, not to advocate a particular belief,
t a bas~c question about man's nature and the kinds
ts he faces in seeking his own completion.
the most outstanding characteristic of Renaissance
his intense recognition of man's potential good and poten-
"ev~._ '. throu both the nature of its esoteric
and the very frequent misuse of its exoteric methods,
was a remarkable tool for expressing the duali of this optimistic-
In its ve existence it demonstrated hath the
rs and the perversions of man. In addition, its language
offered rich poetic possibilities, and its philoso incorporated
many of the my s, the ols, and the images associated with
eternal steries. The stru e of mi opposites, seen throu
the imagery of alch • is man's ete strug e. but it is also
the dilemma of Renai anee man. As Battenhouse
states: \1 In an age when thinking was erne r ng from the d om ce
of ristian d to become once a 1'1, as in classical times,
man centered--when Pica wa raj in ne ho
the of and elvin n '1'1 a sh hi outcry over man's
t di i pc b r o u t the mood of the time to focus in
t~l Surely that mood i r e f Le c t e d t h r ou th proce of
Trage
1
II
Batt n h o u • "Hamlet'
(19 1), 10?5.
Apo tro on 1'1 Clue to the
, a metaphor which effeetively can
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ns both the anguish
and the hone of Pica.
CONCLUSION
cherny was much broader, much more eclectic, and much more
ntial than many have previously conceived of it. It inc or-
ted, ~n a world view which attempted to unify all aspects of
the natural and spiritual universe, many of the traditions of
and reli on and medicine, as well as the principles of
a , not yet labeled, but nevertheless operant. It
emuha e-i z e d the possibilities of transformation. The alchemists
were concerned with process and c and restoration. From
that viewpoint one can most clearly see the influence of alchemy
on .H<L<:",,,"cspearean works: in the possibilities of taint or tincture,
inevitable action and reactions of process, in the terrible
stru as of chan , and in the renewed life of restoration. A
modern et. W. s. Merwin, indicates the I-inclusive, comnre-
bensive nature of the ale mical vision: II 1 the d that
sts was transmuted once 1 · h t' ~ 1,1n ,: e arn i n g to c _ange 'nernseLves .. ·
When one return to re the texts of the alchemists, one
finds a world shot throu with wand rand myst ry and possibility,
a we d alive in all its aspects, fro the vrowing metals hid en
in earth1s bo om to the reV Ivin pI net of the he vens. I t is
a wo d al in p r 81 Y mov nd ch n in. Par lsu
wrote, " created the r In of the e rth an cnda d it with
lW. s , He rwi n ,
'lark: Athen urn I 1
t ( e
UriS 1 'Cl'KaO e
1 . , .
U8Ll_tl8 not for rem in isea56S but
of-or alchemicaJ_ operati ns~ One en the s e kind of
cination with life and movement and mystery in Shakesp are's
t 0 the chemist r 1 is full of
ti i It lS fore e~ descendin or ascendin t owa r d
or I LS a wc r Ld of "une ce akab Le o u a l'i t i.e s "
t s aks to the he~rt1 a~d minds of all en.
Dr b realiz~d the relation hip b~tween the drama of
great stage and the dra~a of the ale e~i3ts' Great Work.
eel hi elf to the eternal ou e s t i o n s of man i s
natuI"e, his purpo e nej his PO ibilities .. He did so, in part,
t h e mu I. t pi y r n me a or3 of a Lc h e rny ..
e 1 ~3U an r:).
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